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Abstract 

The rapid growth of tourism certifications has developed many certification programs and 

a full range of certified services. Compliance with quality and environmental criteria of 

certification programs and obtaining a recognizable label is beneficial for tourism 

companies in various aspects. Still, there seem to be numerous obstacles faced by 

certified companies in the certification process. This study focused on the quality and 

environmental certification for Icelandic tourism - Vakinn. The main research objective is 

to examine how certified companies are experiencing the benefits and obstacles of 

implementing and maintaining Vakinn. Eight interviews were conducted with 

representatives of the tourism companies certified according to Vakinn’s criteria. The 

identified benefits and obstacles of Vakinn were discussed with two representatives from 

the certifying body, the Icelandic Tourism Board. The data was analyzed through thematic 

analysis and resulted in seven themes: motivational reasons to join Vakinn, the role of 

the quality criteria, environmental impact, marketing, monitoring and evaluation, 

enhanced community connections, and business aims. The identified areas to be 

improved in the future were categorized into three themes: recognizability, monitoring 

and evaluation, and communication. This study adds relevant insights to the academic 

literature about the experience of the tourism companies that comply with Vakinn’s 

criteria. The results add to the growing body of research that explores the benefits and 

obstacles of tourism certifications. Also, the study discusses how the certifying body can 

improve the effectiveness of Vakinn in the future.  

 

Keywords: Vakinn, quality, environment, certification, tourism, Iceland, improvement 

opportunities 
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1  Introduction 

This chapter briefly describes the evolution of tourism development throughout the years 

what led to the great number of tourism products and services worldwide. The first sub-

chapter focuses on the global development of tourism leading to mass tourism creating 

a great socio-environmental impact. The second sub-chapter points out the tourism 

certification programs which emerged to minimize the socio-environmental impact of the 

tourism companies, and bring closer the tourism quality and environmental certification, 

Vakinn.  

1.1 Tourism development 

Annually, the tourism industry serves hundreds of millions of people worldwide (Mason 

et al., 2003). Majority of literature on sustainable tourism or tourism in general links the 

global tourism growth with historical events occurring worldwide (Honey & Rome, 2001; 

Mason et al., 2003; Theobald, 2005). For instance, Theobald (2005) states that tourism 

significantly grew when commercial airlines were established and the first jet airplane 

appeared in the 1950s. In contrast, Mason et al. (2003) explain that tourism was exclusive, 

and only a minority of people could afford to travel in the 1960s.  

Mason et al. (2003) name the period of global tourism growth the “modern tourism“. 

Lickorish and Jenkins (1997) divide global tourism growth into four stages. First, the 

prehistory tourism starting from the medieval times to the early seventeenth century 

when industrial development started to impact people (Lickorish & Jenkins, 1997). As 

further explained by Lickorish and Jenkins (1997), the second stage is the period of the 

railway age dominated by transport, then the interwar period starting from 1918 to 1939, 

and lastly the tourism “take-off” appearing from 1945. According to Mason et al. (2003), 

global tourism grew because of urban expansion in Western Europe from about the 

1750s. In comparison, Swarbrooke (1999) emphasizes the urban expansion in the United 

Kingdom by mentioning innovations in technology, population growth, and socio-

economic changes that resulted in the growth of industries and urbanization. Mason et 

al. (2003) highlight that positive social and economic changes after World War II (1945) 
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influenced people to travel significantly. Lickorish and Jenkins (1997) call this period a 

tourism “take-off“ when there was a technological revolution, excessive development, 

and change in most industries resulting in increasing wealth. Theobald (2005) points out 

that by 1992 tourism became the most prominent industry worldwide.  

The authors emphasize factors that have stimulated tourism growth since the 1990s 

(Mason, 1990; Swarbrooke, 1999; Zuelow, 2016). For example, Mason (1990) points out 

that between the nineteenth and early twentieth century, the Industrial Revolution 

resulted in improved living standards, improved transport technology that made traveling 

more accessible and affordable, introduced annual vacations, changed perceptions about 

the environment, and grew people's preferences to travel. Zuelow (2016) claims that 

tourism growth affected political and socio-cultural causes, developing nationalism, new 

forms of consumption, mental changes, and technological development resulting from 

historical events.  

As noted by Theobald (2005), tourism has gained economic and social significance.  

The researchers have recognized tourism as a multifaceted industry (Lickorish & Jenkins, 

1997; Mason et al., 2003), including the interplay of economic, social, and environmental 

dimensions. Swarbrooke (1999) says that industrialization had negatively and positively 

changed the economy, society, and natural environment. The expectation was that this 

unstoppable process would lead to poor quality of life by environmental destruction 

(Swarbrooke, 1999). World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) 

(1987), in the “Our Common Future” report, describes threats to population and 

environment and highlighted a need for long-term changes to minimize the negative 

impacts. WCED names this period a “dramatic growth and fundamental change” (WCED, 

1987, p.3).  

The researchers discuss the economic, social, and environmental impacts of the 

tourism industry in regard to mitigate its’ negative consequences (Gursoy & Nunkoo, 

2019; Mason et al., 2003; Page & Hall, 2006; Wall & Mathieson, 2006). Berno and Bricker 

(2001) stress that the internationally growing tourism industry has produced many 

negative impacts due to the excessive and poorly planned development impacting the 

natural environment (Theobald, 2005). Mason et al. (2003) highlight that the impact of 
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tourism is multifaced, and the economic, social, and environmental dimensions interact 

with each other, so it is not easy to categorize the consequences.  

1.2 Tourism certification 

In the 1990s, global environmental movements and ecotourism growth created the basis 

for tourism certifications that set social and environmental criteria (Honey & Rome, 

2001). Researchers have identified several benefits from obtaining a tourism certification 

(Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jones et al., 1997). For example, Jarvis 

et al. (2010) believe that marketing opportunities are the most frequently recognized 

benefits of the tourism certification program. The other authors point out marketing 

benefits such as competitive advantage (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Nair & Prajogo, 2009), 

improved reputation (Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jarvis et al., 2010), and brand 

recognition (Jarvis et al., 2010). Many authors highlight an increase in customer 

satisfaction (Claver et al., 2006; Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jones et al., 1997). Also, 

Hellmeister and Richins (2019) identifies employee satisfaction and increase the number 

of customers. Moreover, the literature shows that the tourism certification can minimize 

the company's environmental impact (Font, 2002; Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jarvis et 

al., 2010). According to the literature, implementing tourism certification can result in 

cost savings by optimizing energy and resource use (Font et al., 2003) and generating 

increased income (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jarvis et al., 2010). 

Moreover, Bien (2007) identifies accessibility to the technical and financial support for 

new technologies. He also points out an increased focus on improvements by improving 

the company’s knowledge about sustainability. Furthermore, Bien (2007), Dodds and 

Joppe (2005) believe that certification can be a way to protect sustainable tourism from 

greenwashing or become greenwashing (Font, 2002).  

Despite the benefits of certifications for tourism companies, scholars identify various 

obstacles (Daddi et al., 2018; Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Font et al., 2003; Jarvis et al., 2010; 

Sucheran & Arulappan, 2020; Zailani, 2015). For instance, they recognize high financial 

costs for tourism companies acquiring certifications (Daddi et al., 2018; Dodds & Joppe, 

2005; Dunk et al., 2016; Font et al., 2003; Sucheran & Arulappan, 2020), while others have 

identify that tourism certification provides insufficient marketing (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; 
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Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jarvis et al., 2010) thus not resulting in increased sales 

(Bjarnadóttir, 2016; Heras et al., 2002; Jarvis et al., 2010). Some authors identify that the 

certification process is time-consuming (Aradóttir, 2013; Daddi et al., 2018; Dunk et al., 

2016; Font, 2002; Jarvis et al., 2010), and that it is demanding to comply with standards 

(Dunk et al., 2016; Jarvis et al., 2010). Moreover, the literature shows that sometimes 

tourism companies do not know about sustainable tourism or tourism certifications 

(Buckley & Crabtree, 2007; Daddi et al., 2018; Font, 2002; Grapentin & Ayikoru, 2019; 

Jarvis et al., 2010). In addition, Dodds and Joppe (2005) claim that tourism companies are 

unprepared to publish annual reporting on sustainability-related matters. However, Font 

(2002) says that certifying bodies often do not require certified companies to report on 

sustainability matters.  

The literature shows that an excessive number of tourism certifications leads to 

confusion among the customers (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Font et al., 2003; Haaland & Aas, 

2010; Hellmeister & Richins, 2019), or a lack of knowledge about the tourism 

certifications of the customers (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Dunk et al., 2016; Font, 2002; Jarvis 

et al., 2010; Sucheran & Arulappan, 2020). Consequently, this leads to a lack of 

recognition (Daddi et al., 2018). Furthermore, Font (2002) and Guðmundsdóttir (2018) 

identify insufficient monitoring and evaluation of certified companies as the obstacles of 

tourism certification programs. Lack of support from authorities is the obstacle frequently 

mentioned in the literature (Font, 2002; Grapentin & Ayikoru, 2019; Heras-Saizarbitoria 

et al., 2016; Jarvis et al., 2010; Sucheran & Arulappan, 2020).  

Past studies highlight a need to continuously review certification programs (Haaland 

& Aas, 2010; Hellmeister & Richins, 2019), as many tourism companies seek tourism 

certification. As highlighted by Buckley and Crabtree (2007), the great number of labels 

and absence of systematic evaluation cast doubt on the credibility of the tourism industry 

in general. Haaland and Aas (2010) believe that it is equally important to evaluate tourism 

certification programs so that the already existing ones can expand based on 

improvements of other certifications. Haaland and Aas (2010) point out a need for 

research to support this improving process of certification programs. 

This study focuses on Vakinn, the national certification program for tourism, and its’ 

implementation by Icelandic tourism companies. This quality and environmental 
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certification program certifies Icelandic tourism companies ranging from tour and 

transportation providers to different types of accommodations to restaurants. The 

general purpose of Vakinn is to improve the quality and safety of services, raise 

environmental awareness, and push Icelandic tourism companies toward social 

sustainability (Vakinn, n.d.-a). Moreover, Vakinn aims to confirm professional quality and 

environmental operations, ensure customer satisfaction, and provide competitive 

advantage and credibility (Vakinn, n.d.-h).  

So far, a limited number of studies have investigated the effectiveness of Vakinn in the 

Icelandic tourism market. However, there are several available studies regarding Vakinn’s 

quality system (Aradóttir, 2013; Bjarnadóttir, 2016; Guðmundsdóttir, 2018). These 

studies have focused on attitudes and expectations of companies from the Vakinn’s 

quality criteria (Aradóttir, 2013; Guðmundsdóttir, 2018), the benefits of Vakinn 

certification (Bjarnadóttir, 2016), the usefulness of the employee handbook (Jónasdóttir, 

2018), and how Vakinn relates to the Sustainable Development Goal number 12 (SDG12) 

concerning responsible consumption and production (Daníelsdóttir & Sigurðsson, 2020). 

Furthermore, Egilsdóttir (2013) specifies that Vakinn positively affects the environmental 

awareness within the tourism industry, resulting in a growing number of companies 

interested in joining the certification program. However, this research was conducted one 

year after launching Vakinn. Furthermore, Guðmundsdóttir (2018) finds that there is no 

adequate evaluation after the implementation of the Vakinn certification program.  At 

the moment, no literature explores this process and confronts this obstacle. 

1.3 Objective and research questions  

Thus far, there is limited research regarding the benefits and obstacles of the Vakinn 

certification program and how the certified companies experience its’ use. However, the 

benefits and obstacles of Vakinn can be hypothesized based on the literature focusing on 

other tourism certifications or labels. The main objective of this study is to explore how 

Icelandic tourism companies that have joined Vakinn are experiencing the Vakinn 

certification program. Furthermore, to compare identified benefits and obstacles with 

those found in the literature. Lastly, to examine what improvements can increase the 

effectiveness of Vakinn in the future. The following research questions are put forward:  
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1. How are tourism companies certified according to Vakinn experiencing the use 

certification program? 

2. How do the identified benefits and obstacles of the Vakinn certification 

program align with those found in the literature?  

3. What improvements can be made to increase the effectiveness of Vakinn?  

 

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with representatives from tourism 

companies implementing the Vakinn certification program and one unstructured 

interview with representatives from the Icelandic Tourism Board (ITB), the certifying 

body. The collected data was transcribed and evaluated through thematic analysis. 

Results are presented according to the themes that emerged from the data analysis.  

This study adds relevant insights to the academic literature about the benefits and 

obstacles of the Vakinn certification program. The findings provide a wide range of 

insights about the experience of companies that have implemented Vakinn, a topic that 

has not been explored in previous studies. Also, this study adds to the growing body of 

research that indicates the benefits and obstacles of tourism certifications.  

This study has gone some way towards understanding the experience of the people 

working for the certified companies. The results are valuable for the ITB, the certification 

body, as it examines aspects of Vakinn that can be improved in the future to strengthen 

the certification program. The results should help the ITB in setting the future strategy to 

improve Vakinn. The insights gained from this study may assist the companies certified 

by ITB in supporting Vakinn and what can be done to maximize the benefits of the 

certification. The results might interest tourism companies that consider joining Vakinn 

in the future by discovering the potential benefits and the existing obstacles that may be 

avoided. The results are important for policymakers as the study recognizes limitations 

of the certification program, such as the insufficient monitoring and evaluation of 

certified companies, an issue that a renewed regulations could mitigate.  

1.4 Thesis structure 

This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the thesis, presents the 

research objective, research questions, and thesis structure. Chapter 2 provides the 
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literature review about the studied topic and analyzes the roots of sustainable tourism 

and certification programs dedicated to tourism. This literature review also provides an 

organized list of benefits and obstacles of the tourism certification programs and a 

description of the Vakinn certification program. Chapter 3 describes the applied research 

method and explains how data was collected and analyzed. Chapter 4 presents results 

based on analyzed data. Chapter 5 leads the discussion accordingly to the research 

objectives and questions. This chapter aims to discuss the findings and answer the 

research questions. Chapter 6 includes the conclusion, limitations, significance of the 

results, and suggestions for future studies.  
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2 Literature review 

This chapter provides a comprehensive overview of the sustainable tourism and 

certification programs dedicated to tourism. The first sub-chapter describes the evolution 

of the sustainable tourism concept and its’ relation with the other existing forms of 

tourism. The second sub-chapter focuses on the development of tourism certification 

programs. Followingly, the next sub-chapter discusses the benefits and obstacles of 

tourism certifications. The last sub-chapter centers on the quality and environmental 

certification for Icelandic tourism companies, Vakinn.  

2.1 Sustainable tourism 

The concept of sustainable tourism has been broadly investigated in the literature 

(Buckley, 2012; Honey & Rome, 2001; Swarbrooke, 1999). According to Berno and Bricker 

(2001), the concept of sustainable tourism originated from its’ economic benefits, but 

also potential negative socio-environmental consequences. Swarbrooke (1999) notes 

that the evolution of sustainable tourism is strongly connected with the concept of 

sustainable development (WCED, 1987) and cannot be separated.  

According to Dresner (2008), general and widespread environmental movements 

started appearing in the late 1960s. The general increasing pressure on companies to 

operate ethically increased the importance of sustainable development within the 

tourism industry in the 1980s. Swarbrooke (1999) explains that the companies' unethical 

and irresponsible actions influenced growing attention to the ethical standards among 

the companies regardless of the industry type. Whereas, Honey and Rome (2001) state 

that the companies, governments, and non-governmental institutions (NGOs) did not 

start to pay attention to the socio-environmental impacts caused by the tourism industry 

before the 1970s.  

The origin of sustainable tourism is often traced to the broader concept of sustainable 

development (Honey & Rome, 2001; Swarbrooke, 1999). The negative impacts of the 

tourism industry encouraged environmental movements, and previous studies have 

discussed and provided a comprehensive overview of the economic, social, and 
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environmental impact caused by tourism (Cooper et al., 2008; Mason et al., 2003; Page 

& Hall, 2006). Dresner (2008) and Weeden (2002) agree that sustainable development 

has gained the public's attention on a global scale after publishing the World 

Conservation Strategy in 1980 (IUCN, 1980). According to IUCN (1980), this international 

document established foundations for the “Brundtland report” published later by WCED 

(1987). Swarbrooke (1999) and Weeden (2002) claim that sustainable tourism became 

significant since the 1980s, so the concept of sustainable tourism became more 

distinguishable among communities, governmental, non-governmental institutions, and 

corporations.  

According to the literature (Battaglia, 2017; Dresner, 2008; Hunter, 2012), the 

publication of the first most widespread definition of sustainable development, published 

by the World Commission on Environment and Development in the “Our Common 

Future,” also known as a Brundtland Report (WCED, 1987) was a significant milestone in 

defining this concept. At that time, WCED defined sustainable development as 

“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 

future generations to meet their own needs” (WCED, 1987, p. 6). This definition of 

sustainable development is frequently cited in the literature (Battaglia, 2017; Heinze, 

2020; Honey & Rome, 2001; Telfer & Sharpley, 2007). According to Dresner (2008), the 

Brundtland Report is a recommendation to tame demands, practice environmental 

protection, and economic development through the concept of sustainable 

development, including equity between the generations. Mukherjee et al. (2016) point 

out that academics, researchers, and industry professionals put forth various definitions 

of sustainability that have gained popularity in the past. Despite the most recognized 

definition of sustainable development globally established by WCED (1987), Ólafsdóttir 

(2020) highlights that this concept has never been more significant as it is now, and this 

has been underlined by the United Nations SDGs (2015) at the UN Sustainable 

Development Summit. Regarding the importance of the SDGs, Ólafsdóttir (2020) states 

that understanding the interconnected economic, social and environmental pillars and 

the world’s limitations are essential to maintain ongoing development regarding 

sustainability. 
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Another major step was the United Nations (UN) Conference on Environment and 

Development (UNCED), Earth Summit, held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. Honey and Rome 

(2001) explain that Agenda 21, the action plan established during the Earth Summit, 

provides a course of action and complex tasks by calling the companies to comply with 

the standards and practices of sustainable development. Weaver (2006) claims that 

Agenda 21 provides concrete suggestions about sustainable tourism for tourism 

companies and governments. Aall (2014) highlights that tourism was the first industry 

that followed the recommendations, although tourism was scarcely mentioned in the 

Agenda. Furthermore, in 1997, the World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC), World 

Tourism Organization (UNWTO), and Earth Council (1997) published a complementarity 

document to attach Agenda 21 regarding travel and tourism industry towards 

environmentally sustainable development. According to Aall and Teigland (2002), the 

general objective of this additional document was to develop an international system and 

procedures to implement fundaments of sustainable development, determine necessary 

measurements to progress towards sustainability, and indicate self-regulation to 

effectively apply sustainable development into the tourism industry. The long-term goal 

of sustainability became crucial in planning and development within the tourism industry 

(Yuksel et al., 1999) when sustainable development started to enforce all the sectors, 

including the tourism industry (Costa et al., 2020). Swarbrooke (1999) reviews the 

evolution of sustainable tourism linking it to the broader concept of sustainable 

development. 

The concept of sustainable tourism got an authoritative meaning in the “Making 

Tourism More Sustainable – A Guide for Policy Makers” (WTO, 2005). In the report,  WTO 

(2005, p.12) defines sustainable tourism as “tourism that takes complete account of its 

current and future economic, social and environmental impacts, addressing the needs of 

visitors, the industry, the environment, and host communities.” In the report, WTO (2005) 

provides a more detailed definition of sustainable tourism. All tourism services, products, 

and destinations, including mass tourism and niche tourism markets, are in a position to 

use the report guidelines and management practices proposed by WTO (2005). 

Ólafsdóttir (2020) points out that sustainable tourism is a management approach to 

maintain tourism in the long term from a holistic perspective. United Nations (2015) 
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identifies tourism as a part of the whole system, while Ólafsdóttir (2020) points out that 

the impact of tourism relates to all the 17 SDGs. 

Figure 1 presents the relation of sustainable tourism and ecotourism with other 

primary forms of tourism. The most outer ellipse represents tourism in general. Cater et 

al. (2015) identifies the most outer ellipse as a representation of tourism called also mass 

tourism. This ellipse includes smaller ellipses that represent specific forms of tourism. 

Within the most outer ellipse is natural-area tourism. This narrows down to nature-based 

tourism. Wildlife tourism is in the central part of the main ellipse. The dotted line in the 

shape of the circle is crossing all the ellipses and presents sustainable tourism. Each 

ellipse represents a different type of tourism. According to Figure 1, the bigger circle 

dotted-line represents sustainable tourism that refers to all of the mentioned types of 

tourism. Whereas, another circle dotted-line illustrates ecotourism which includes 

nature-based tourism and wildlife tourism. Sustainable tourism and ecotourism overlap. 

Figure 1 shows that ecotourism is a part of sustainable tourism.  

Figure 1. Relation of sustainable tourism with other existing forms of tourism.  

 

Note. Relation between sustainable tourism, ecotourism, and some of the main forms of 

tourism. From “The Encyclopedia of Sustainable Tourism” by C. Cater et al., 2015, p.22, 

Boston: CABI International. 

 

According to Cater et al. (2015), sustainable tourism should be perceived as a set of 

standards applicable for all types of tourism rather than presented as another category. 
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In this study, any tourism service that takes economic, social, and environmental 

responsibility to minimize its’ impact is perceived as sustainable tourism. For example, it 

is relevant to Dodds and Joppe's (2005) statement that sustainable tourism could resolve 

the negative consequences of tourism development. Therefore, according to Figure 1, 

sustainable tourism aims to mitigate the negative impact of tourism in general and mass 

tourism, including natural-area tourism. Also, ecotourism including nature-based tourism 

and wildlife tourism. Sharpley and Telfer (2007) state that sustainable practices are 

commonly guaranteed by voluntary accreditation and tourism certifications through 

labeling to ensure that companies or services comply with environmental or quality 

criteria.  

2.2 Certification programs for tourism  

No generally accepted definition outlines tourism certification in the. Definition of Honey 

and Rome (2001) is often cited regarding tourism certifications (Bien, 2007; Grapentin & 

Ayikoru, 2019; Jarvis et al., 2010; Withyman, 2015). Honey and Rome (2001, p. 17) define 

certification by mentioning all stages of the certification processes. They followingly 

specified: “certification is a voluntary procedure which assesses, monitors, and gives 

written assurance that a business, product, process, service, or management system 

conforms to specific requirements”. This definition indicates the role of certifying body 

and requirements imposed on the companies that seek to join certification programs. The 

joining company that complies with standards obtains a recognition certificate and 

permission to use a recognizable logo (Haaland & Aas, 2010).  

The first tourism and hospitality certification program emerged a long time before 

sustainable tourism was conceptualized. In their book, Honey and Stewart (2002) 

describe the evolution and objective of the first emerging certifications dedicated to 

tourism. Honey and Rome (2001) report that Michelin's oldest tourism certifying body 

provided the first travel guide in France in 1900. As pointed out by Honey and Rome 

(2001), at that time, the certification programs measured and scored the cost, quality of 

provided services, and facilities without environmental and socio-economic impacts. 

Honey and Rome (2001) highlight that certification programs aimed to indicate 

professional competencies, performances and encourage self-evaluation and 

development in that time. However, the literature shows that socio-environmental 
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dimensions were consequently taken into consideration. Jóhannsdóttir et al. (2018) 

highlight that environmental, social, and economic dimensions are interconnected, 

making it difficult to exclude any. According to Honey and Rome (2001), the broad criteria 

are suitable for various tourism companies and create a more holistic approach to 

sustainability, including internal and external approaches.   

According to Honey and Rome (2001), the tourism industry has attempted to minimize 

its harmful impact since the 1980s by following the guidance of the industry associations, 

periodical publications, guidebooks, environmental and social-based NGOs, governing 

authorities, World Trade Organization (WTO), United Nations Environmental Program 

(UNEP). Swarbrooke (1999) explains that the International Hotels Environmental 

Initiative started to support hotels in improving their operations by incorporating energy, 

recycling, and waste measurement procedures. According to Swarbrooke (1999), the 

companies started to improve their operations by implementing sustainable approaches 

through pollution measurements, waste management, energy conservation initiatives, 

recyclable materials, and staff recruitment offering education programs. At that time, 

tour operators took a broader approach by developing products that maximized the 

economic benefits for the locals and minimized negative socio-environmental impacts 

influencing the authorities and local communities (Swarbrooke, 1999). Honey and Rome 

(2001) point out that some tourism companies have attempted to use technologies and 

practices that exceed regulations set by the governments in the 1980s.  

According to Morrison et al. (1992), in the early 1990s, the number of certification 

programs in general, including tourism, increased in Canada and Europe. At the same 

time, Honey and  Rome (2001) state that some new tourism certification programs 

started to appear to measure environmental and socially responsible practices after the 

publication of Agenda 21 during the Earth Summit held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. The 

unstoppable growth of certifications and eco-labels, which aimed to develop baseline 

standards for the tourism industry, led to the high number of national programs and a 

full range of certified companies (Dodds & Joppe, 2005). Honey and Stewart (2002) argue 

that numerously emerging certification programs regarding environmental and socio-

economic criteria resulted from ecotourism expansion and environmental movement 

that occurred globally in the 1990s. The excessive number of certification programs can, 
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however, mislead customers as well as the tourism companies. To avoid this issue, Dodds 

and Joppe (2005) suggest that international tourism certifications should be significantly 

promoted instead of new ones being developed, which can further confuse customers 

and the tourism companies.  

Haaland and Aas (2010) state that certification aims to distinguish companies or 

services that comply with the quality, economic, social, and environmental criteria. 

Honey and Rome (2001) state that the independent bodies were auditing certified 

companies or products to comply with the standards. Notably, the independent 

accreditation body must approve the indicators set by a certifying body. Honey and Rome 

(2001, p. 5) describe the accreditation process as “a process of qualifying, endorsing, and 

"licensing" entities that perform certification of businesses, products, processes, or 

services. In other words, an accreditation program certifies the certifiers”.   

Scholars frequently emphasized the necessity for certifying body to systematically 

review the program and seek continuous improvement (Costa et al., 2020; Font et al., 

2010; Haaland & Aas, 2010). Font (2002) points out that the certification program should 

fulfill its role in setting action agenda to improve in the coming period. Moreover, Dodds 

and Joppe (2005, p. 32) specify that the certification needs to be “credible, demand-

driven, open and transparent, self-supporting, accessible and link into a consensus of 

international standards” to advance. Whereas Haaland and Aas (2010, p. 384) conclude 

that “of course, certification programs will never be perfect but must strive for continual 

improvement.”  

2.2.1 Benefits of certification programs 

Compliance with a certification standard and obtaining a recognizable label is beneficial 

for certified companies. Table 1 presents the benefits of tourism certification programs 

identified in the literature. The benefits are listed according to the economic, 

environmental, and social sub-themes. 

Marketing benefits such as competitive advantage or increased company reputation 

are often the decisive advantage of companies joining certification programs (Jarvis et al., 

2010). Marketing opportunities are one of the most common benefits that companies 

that joined certification gain (Jarvis et al., 2010). Consequently, certified companies can 
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gain a competitive advantage (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Nair & Prajogo, 2009), improve their 

reputation (Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jarvis et al., 2010), or increase the brand 

recognition (Jarvis et al., 2010). 

Table 1. Benefits of tourism certification programs.  

Benefits of certification programs Authors 

Economic benefits 

Marketing opportunities Bien, 2007; Jarvis et al., 2010 

Competitive advantage Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Nair & Prajogo, 2009 

Improved reputation 
Bjarnadóttir, 2016; Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; 

Jarvis et al., 2010 

Brand recognition Jarvis et al., 2010 

Customer satisfaction 
Bjarnadóttir, 2016; Claver et al., 2006; 

Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jones et al., 1997 

Increased number of customers Hellmeister & Richins, 2019 

Environmental benefits 

Cost-savings and increased income  
Bien, 2007; Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Hellmeister & 

Richins, 2019; Jarvis et al., 2010 

Minimization of environmental impact  
Bien, 2007; Font, 2002; Hellmeister & Richins, 

2019; Jarvis et al., 2010 

Technical and financial support Bien, 2007 

Social benefits 

Increased knowledge about sustainability Bien, 2007 

Improved culture and awareness about quality Bjarnadóttir, 2016 

Employee satisfaction Hellmeister & Richins, 2019 

Community connections Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jarvis et al., 2010 

Avoidance of greenwashing Bien, 2007; Dodds & Joppe, 2005 
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Jarvis et al. (2010) argue a visible difference in the perceived competitive advantage 

between the certified companies regarding time since they obtained the certification for 

the first time. Their study shows that companies certified for over six months were more 

apathetic about the possibility of gaining a competitive advantage compared to 

companies at the beginning of the certification process. Certifications can, in addition, 

improve customer satisfaction (Claver et al., 2006; Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jones et 

al., 1997), increase the number of customers (Hellmeister & Richins, 2019). 

A tourism certification program may deliver environmental benefits such as cost 

savings by optimizing energy and resource use (Font et al., 2003) and generate increased 

income (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jarvis et al., 2010). It can also 

minimize the environmental impact of the business (Font, 2002; Hellmeister & Richins, 

2019; Jarvis et al., 2010) and result in water and energy saving. Furthermore, Bien (2007) 

points out benefits such as accessible technical assistance and financing for new 

technologies.  

Bien (2007) highlights a stronger focus on improvements by increasing knowledge 

about sustainability regarding social benefits, while Bjarnadóttir (2016) finds increase 

awareness about the quality and improved company’s culture as a primary internal 

benefit of the certification program. The other social benefits identified in the previous 

research are improved employee satisfaction (Hellmeister & Richins, 2019) and enhanced 

community connections (Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jarvis et al., 2010). 

2.2.2 Internal and external obstacles of certification programs 

The literature frequently emphasizes several inadequacies of tourism certifications. The 

number of obstacles undermines the benefits of existing certification programs. This 

section lists and explains several obstacles found in the literature. The obstacles that 

certified companies face can be divided into internal, directly linked with certified 

companies, and external obstacles, which correspond more to external stakeholders such 

as certifying bodies or potential customers (Table 2).  

The literature identifies several economic obstacles (Table 2). The high financial cost 

of obtaining and maintaining tourism certification is an obstacle for tourism companies 
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(Daddi et al., 2018; Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Font et al., 2003; Jarvis et al.,2010; Sucheran & 

Arulappan, 2020; Zailani, 2015). This results in perceived high cost of membership (Dunk 

et al., 2016; Jarvis et al., 2010; Khairatp & Maher, 2012; Mycoo, 2006), certification 

maintenance (Daddi et al., 2018), training of employees (Khairatp & Maher, 2012), and 

performance monitoring (Zailani, 2015). The cost of certification maintenance strongly 

depends on the company’s size and the specific national context where a certified 

company or candidate operates (Daddi et al., 2018).  

Table 2. Internal obstacles of certification programs for tourism. 

Internal obstacles of certification programs Authors 

Economic obstacles 

High financial cost  

Daddi et al., 2018; Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Dunk et 

al., 2016; Font et al., 2003; Jarvis et al., 2010; 

Khairatp & Maher, 2012; Sucheran & Arulappan, 

2020; Zailani, 201 

Insufficient marketing  
Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; 

Jarvis et al., 2010 

Absence in sales increase   
Bjarnadóttir, 2016; Heras et al., 2002; Jarvis et al., 

2010  

Social obstacles 

Time-consuming process 
Aradóttir, 2013; Daddi et al., 2018; Dunk et al., 

2016; Font, 2002; Jarvis et al., 2010  

Workload to compliance  Dunk et al., 2016; Jarvis et al., 2010 

Accusation of greenwashing Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Font, 2002 

Lack of capacity to disclose information Dodds & Joppe, 2005 

Lack of knowledge 

Buckley & Crabtree, 2007; Daddi et al., 2018; Font, 

2002; Grapentin & Ayikoru, 2019; Jarvis et al., 

2010 

 

Insufficient marketing is another obstacle that directly affects certified companies 

(Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jarvis et al., 2010). Unclear or 
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unapproved marketing benefits (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Jarvis et al., 2010) and poor 

marketing support (Jarvis et al., 2010) can be disappointing and discouraging for involved 

or interested companies. Furthermore, the obstacle seems to vary among companies. 

Jarvis et al. (2010) state that experienced certified companies negatively perceive that 

certification can raise the number of customers and increase income compared to the 

joining companies or those aiming to obtain certification. Jarvis et al. (2010) identify that 

those companies that just obtained certification or aim to do this believe that certification 

can help them increase the income and number of customers. Despite that, Hellmeister 

and Richins (2019) state that the ineffective quality of marketing may be a consequence 

of the company's poor credibility of sustainability-related commercial messages. 

Moreover, the literature identifies the sales increase's absence as an obstacle to tourism 

certification (Aradóttir, 2013; Heras et al., 2002; Jarvis et al., 2010).  

There are also social obstacles examined in the literature (Table 2). One of the 

obstacles faced by certified companies is lack of time (Aradóttir, 2013; Font, 2002; Jarvis 

et al., 2010) related to fulfilling requirements caused by the rising number of tourists 

(Aradóttir, 2013) or to complete the certification process by owner/manager (Font, 2002; 

Jarvis et al., 2010). Lack of time may relate to a tight schedule or absence of the 

responsible person in charge of sustainability-related issues within the company, which 

can be caused by limited financial resources, typical for SMEs. Furthermore, the workload 

to comply with requirements (Jarvis et al., 2010) and bureaucracy (Dunk et al., 2016) are 

the corresponding issue as meeting the required criteria can be time-consuming.  

Furthermore, certification can be a way to protect sustainable tourism companies 

from the risk of greenwashing (Bien, 2007; Dodds & Joppe, 2005), or certification can 

become greenwashing in itself (Font, 2002). Greenwashing is “the act of misleading 

consumers regarding the environmental practices of a company or the environmental 

benefits of a product or service” (UL Environment, n.d.). Also, lack of capacity to disclose 

information (Dodds & Joppe, 2005) is an issue mentioned above and can be associated 

with greenwashing. Font (2002) argues that certifying bodies should support certified 

companies publishing performance outcomes, including future improvement 

opportunities. Unfortunately, as Font (2002) summarizes, this practice is not recognized 

among the certified companies, although it could benefit them and their stakeholders.  
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Some companies lack knowledge about sustainable tourism (Buckley & Crabtree, 

2007; Font, 2002; Jarvis et al., 2010; McDonagh et al., 2020). Lack of knowledge may also 

relate to the lack of human resources (Daddi et al., 2018; Grapentin & Ayikoru, 2019), 

including inexperienced employees with inadequate competencies. Jarvis et al. (2010) 

show that the concept of sustainable tourism is sometimes unclear and confusing among 

owners and managers of tourism companies. The knowledge gap can also result in 

greenwashing, as the certified companies are unsure what sustainable tourism means. 

Greenwashing can also occur among companies that do not aim to improve (Font, 2002). 

Moreover, Dodds and Joppe (2005) point out that it is sometimes viewed that the label(s) 

can be purchased. There are no internal obstacles regarding environmental matter found 

in the literature.  

Considerable external obstacles of tourism certification programs are also found in the 

studied literature (Table 3). The excessive number of certification programs and labels 

leads to confusion and discouragement among companies and customers (Dodds & 

Joppe, 2005; Haaland & Aas, 2010; Hellmeister & Richins, 2019). The overwhelming 

number of available certifications is probably the most often mentioned issue.  Dodds 

and Joppe (2005) highlight that the continuously growing number of tourism 

certifications and ecological labels has led to a critical number of certified services and 

companies.  

The excessive number of tourism certifications can be an issue (Table 3). Haaland and 

Aas (2010) note that it is becoming a problem for the companies and customers to 

recognize the certification and among others. Moreover, the high number of certification 

programs and labels makes it necessary for the certified companies to educate their 

clients about their standards and differences (Dodds & Joppe, 2005). 

Consequently, many certifications experience a lack of trust among customers (Zailani, 

2015). Moreover, Daddi et al. (2018) and Hellmeister and Richins (2019) agree that the 

certification programs can not ensure recognition when foreign customers do not know 

the national certification. As stated by Dodds and Joppe (2005), this can also negatively 

impact the credibility of the certification program. 
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Table 3. External obstacles of certification programs for tourism. 

External obstacles of certification programs Authors 

Economic obstacles 

Excessive number of certifications and labels 
Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Font et al., 2003; Haaland & 

Aas, 2010; Hellmeister & Richins, 2019 

Lack of general recognition Daddi et al., 2018 

Lack of knowledge and awareness among 

customers  

Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Dunk et al., 2016; Font, 2002; 

Jarvis et al., 2010; Sucheran & Arulappan, 2020 

Lack of credibility Dodds & Joppe, 2005 

Environmental obstacles 

Lack of sufficient evaluation and monitoring Font, 2002; Guðmundsdóttir, 2018 

Inappropriate criteria 
Aradóttir, 2013; Dunk et al., 2016; Grapentin & 

Ayikoru, 2019  

Lack of support 

 

Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Font, 2002; Grapentin & 

Ayikoru, 2019; Heras-Saizarbitoria et al., 2016; 

Jarvis et al., 2010; Sucheran & Arulappan, 2020 

 

There are no external social obstacles identified in the literature, however, the 

researchers point out several external environmental obstacles (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; 

Font, 2002; Grapentin & Ayikoru, 2019; Jarvis et al., 2010). Integrating criteria of the 

tourism certification program into a business can be costly, especially during the 

monitoring phase. Zailani (2015) points out that it is essential to ensure the credibility of 

the certification and certified companies. Moreover, Khairatp and Maher (2012) note that 

it is necessary to review sustainable performance and identify any necessary actions and 

improvement opportunities regularly. Buckley and Crabtree (2007) explain that 

evaluation and audits of the certified companies ensure legitimacy, transparency, and 

quality of certification. On the contrary, Font (2002) claims that high monitoring costs 

might cause inappropriate evaluation of maintained standards or improvements. 

Inappropriate monitoring and evaluation may lead to loss of certification or lack of 

continuous improvement. As explained by Font (2002), the monitoring costs can be 
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reduced by self-evaluation (first-party),  evaluation by the certifying body (second-party), 

or independent auditor (third-party).  

Another significant external obstacle is inappropriate criteria, including insufficient 

requirements (Aradóttir, 2013), inflexibility (Dunk et al., 2016), complex criteria, and 

difficulties with data collection according to the indicators set up by certifying body 

(Grapentin & Ayikoru, 2019). Compared to inexperienced companies that just joined 

certification or are planning to implement certification programs, Aradóttir (2013) reveals 

that qualified or experienced certified companies are likely to use the label to improve 

reputation and business image more than increase quality and standards. Dunk et al. 

(2016) provide examples of inflexible criteria such as the promotion of hardly accessible 

public transport in outlying areas or recycling in the outlying areas where the distance 

from facilities increases the costs and carbon emissions just to fill in a check box. Haaland 

and Aas (2010) highlight that the criteria are the baseline part of any certification 

program. They explain that a certification program needs to balance “complexity and 

simplicity, realism and ambitions, tailor-made vs. standardization” (Haaland & Aas, 2010, 

p. 384) to ensure the vision and ability for monitoring effective measurements. As 

highlighted by Buckley and Crabtree (2007), a high number of labels and the absence of 

systematic evaluation cast doubt on the credibility of the tourism industry in general. 

Many scholars frequently mentioned a lack of support from the authorities  (Dodds & 

Joppe, 2005; Font, 2002; Heras-Saizarbitoria et al., 2016; Jarvis et al., 2010; Sucheran & 

Arulappan, 2020), such as a lack of support from the governing institutions (Grapentin & 

Ayikoru, 2019; Sucheran & Arulappan, 2020) and local offices (Jarvis et al., 2010). Also, 

unavailability of grants, financial assistance, or subsidized prices (Jarvis et al., 2010). The 

lack of financial support may stop potential candidates from becoming members of a 

certification program or frustrate certified companies to take further steps toward 

sustainable development. However, Bien (2007) highlights that availability of support 

might vary depending on the local market, access to technologies, and financial support 

from funding institutions or financial organizations like banks or investment companies.  
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2.3 Vakinn certification  

Vakinn is a quality and environmental certification program specially designed for 

Icelandic tourism, launched in 2012. It is held by the Icelandic Tourism Board (ITB) and 

Icelandic Travel Industry Association (Vakinn, n.d.-a). The ITB is an independent authority 

under the Ministry of Industries and Innovation that controls the tourism affairs and is 

responsible for Vakinn, among other responsibilities (Árnadóttir, 2019). According to 

Ólafsdóttir et al. (2009), before Vakinn emerged, the Icelandic tourism industry mainly 

operated according to three certification programs, namely the Green Globe 21 (GG21), 

the Nordic Swan Ecolabel, and the Blue Flag, which are still in use. Dodds and Joppe (2005) 

report that GG21 and Blue Flag are the most well-known certifications dedicated to 

tourism. GG21 certifies services and destinations internationally, while Blue Flag certifies 

beaches on a global scale. As noted by Ólafsdóttir et al. (2009), the Nordic Swan Ecolabel 

is a certification commonly obtained and dedicated for tourism services in the Nordic 

countries, and Iceland joined it in 1991.  

Vakinn’s quality framework appears to be well-adapted to the Icelandic policies and 

the idea of the tourism industry in Iceland (Jónasdóttir, 2018). Johannsdottir et al. (2018) 

state that Vakinn partially contributed to Iceland's corporate social responsibility (CSR) 

by providing certification programs, evaluation tools, and environmental sustainability. 

According to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 

(2016), Vakinn continued to develop due to the growing number of tourists. Another 

objective was to meet the customers' needs who seek quality and environmental 

awareness to conserve the natural environment since Icelandic nature is the main reason 

for traveling to the country (OECD, 2016).  

Vakinn certification builds on Qualmark, the New Zealand Tourism Official Mark of 

Quality for sustainable business. Honey and Stewart (2002) explain that Qualmark was 

developed by the Automobile Association, a private institution, two NGOs, i.e., Adventure 

Tourism Council New Zealand and Tourism Industry Association New Zealand, and the 

governing tourism organization, Tourism New Zealand. Qualmark established an 

association with the Green Globe (Honey & Stewart, 2002). Qualmark supports 

businesses through the concept of the triple bottom line approach, which includes 

People, Planet, and Profit (3P’s) (Qualmark, n.d.). Its‘ criteria cover economic, social, and 
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people, environment and culture, health safety, and wellness aspects (Qualmark, n.d.). 

Qualmark (n.d.) points out that the additional criteria are implemented depending on the 

type of tourism business. Certified companies such as tour services and transportation 

providers obtain the bronze, silver, or gold award. This labeling also applies to 

accommodations and includes a star rating that indicates offered quality (Qualmark, n.d.). 

Qualmark (n.d.) reported that the procedure of joining the Qualmark certification 

program is free of charge until September 2021. Vakinn’s environmental program was 

customized to suit the Icelandic tourism industry and existing conditions (Johannsdottir 

et al., 2018). Vakinn emerged through the partnership with Environice, an Icelandic 

consultancy for sustainable development (Vakinn, n.d.-e).  

Vakinn is a national program that certifies various tourism businesses such as tour 

operators, transportation providers or car rentals, different types of accommodations 

such as hotels, guesthouses, housing, campsites, summerhouses, hostels, and restaurants 

that operates in Iceland. The purpose of Vakinn is to improve the quality and safety of 

services, raise environmental awareness, and push Icelandic tourism companies toward 

social sustainability (Vakinn, n.d.-a). Vakinn aims to confirm professional quality and 

environmental operations, ensure customer satisfaction, provide competitive advantage 

and credibility (Vakinn, n.d.-h). According to Vakinn’s website (Vakinn, n.d.-c), there are 

currently 80 certified tourism services, whereof 54 constitute various services, 18 are 

accommodations, and 12 are restaurants. 

Vakinn‘s standards include information about: facilities, management, human 

resources, safety, social and environmental responsibilities (Vakinn, n.d.-a). The specific 

requirements vary among certain types of service, e.g., different forms of tourism 

services or accommodations. The quality program includes two categories: 

accommodation and certified travel service (Vakinn, n.d.-f). Quality certification provides 

six categories for accommodation and includes a star rating system similar to the 

European Hotelstars system, headed by Hotrec Association (Ostrowska-Tryzno & 

Muszyńska, 2018), and Qualmark.  

In 2019, environmental criteria first became mandatory for those companies that 

voluntarily join Vakinn. Therefore, since 2019, a candidate who met the basic quality 

standards automatically achieves the bronze-class environmental certification (Vakinn, 
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n.d.-d). In the beginning, most of the companies aimed to comply only with quality 

standards set by Vakinn, excluding the environmental criteria. Nevertheless, Egilsdóttir 

(2013) claims that Vakinn got a positive outcome about its vision of raising environmental 

awareness among tourism companies what may encourage other tourism providers to 

obtain environmental certification. Similar to Qualmark, the candidates can seek a three-

stage Bronze-, Silver-, and Gold-class environmental certification. The certified 

companies can gradually advance and request for the upgraded label by fulfilling further 

environmental criteria. Companies that have already obtained certifications such as the 

Nordic Swan or the European Environmental Label, called the European Flower, obtain 

the golden-class certification immediately. As reported in Terms of Participation (Vakinn, 

n.d.-g), environmental reporting (“green accounting”) on energy and waste is currently 

mandatory only for those certified companies that obtained a Silver- or Golden-class 

environmental certification. Furthermore, these companies are also required to 

contribute to environmental conservation, community engagement and to set a regularly 

updated action plan on sustainable tourism (Vakinn, n.d.-g).  

Standards are verified by a third-party audit that follows requirements according to 

Vakinn’s criteria. The certification is free of charge from 2019, but certified companies 

are obligated to pay the audit bodies according to their contract (Vakinn, n.d.-b). Certified 

companies get access to the various materials, guidelines, detailed information, control 

lists that support the progression of the business processes, its quality, and safety 

(Vakinn, n.d.-a). All the certified companies are obligated to follow Vakinn’s Code of 

Ethics, a self-imposed guideline that directs their business behavior in a certain way. 

The literature on Vakinn highlights several insights about the certification program. 

For example, Bjarnadóttir (2016) identifies limited recognition at the global scale and 

insignificant positive impact on customers' purchasing decisions. At the same time, this 

study suggests that some tourism companies mainly joining Vakinn for internal reasons 

to create awareness about the quality and improve the quality of services. On the 

contrary, Aradóttir (2013) claims that experienced tourism companies believe Vakinn is a 

good marketing tool but provides insufficient requirements. It means that more 

experienced companies use the certification to enhance their reputation or business 
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image rather than to improve the quality of their service. Bjarnadóttir (2016) points out 

that improved business image was one of the benefits obtained by the companies. 

Furthermore, the current study by Guðmundsdóttir (2018) indicates no evaluation 

takes place after implementing the Vakinn certification program.  There are no available 

studies that address this issue. According to Bjarnadóttir (2016), the primary internal 

benefit of Vakinn is increased awareness about quality and improved company culture. 

She also points out that the main benefits are improved quality of the services and 

increased customer satisfaction. 
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3 Methods and data 

3.1 Research method 

This study is based on a qualitative research approach as a means to explore how certified 

companies are experiencing the benefits and obstacles of implementing and maintaining 

Vakinn. Ten representatives were interviewed to collect data. Eight interviews were 

conducted with representatives of the tourism companies certified according to Vakinn’s 

criteria. One interview was taken with two representatives from the certifying body, 

Icelandic Tourism Board (ITB). Potential tourism companies and interviewees were 

identified as those having direct experience with implementing or maintaining Vakinn 

certification. The data collected were transcribed and coded, resulting in seven themes 

discussed in chapter 4. 

This study follows the constructivism paradigm. Creswell (2014) states that the 

constructivism paradigm, also known as social or interpretative constructivism, is 

frequently used in qualitative studies. According to Rubin and Rubin (2014), this 

naturalistic approach believes that it is expected that people perceive things differently, 

and this paradigm allows to examine people’s interpretations. In the view of the 

constructivist paradigm, the aim is to examine how individuals interpret their experiences 

(Denicolo et al., 2016). Following this approach, collected data allows exploring the 

studied case from different perspectives (Rubin & Rubin, 2014). Therefore, the 

constructionism paradigm supports this study in exploring different perspectives to 

answer the research questions.  

Crotty (1998) explains the main principles of the social constructionist paradigm. He 

states that people tend to self-interpret the world around them, constructing meanings. 

The meanings form depending on the cultural background, and people interpret the 

world accordingly to their historical and social viewpoints (Crotty, 1998). In the research 

conducted through the lenses of constructivism, it is essential to focus on the 

perspectives of individuals that experienced the studied case (Creswell, 2014). 
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Furthermore, according to Crotty (1998), the meanings are constructed based on social 

interactions with the community.  

Through the constructivist paradigm, the researcher can focus on the complexity and 

diversity of meanings and he does not have to narrow down the collected data according 

to the specific framework (Creswell, 2014). Constructionists believe that reality cannot 

be directly measured and can only be perceived by the people who experience and have 

knowledge and expectations. This feature of the constructionist paradigm shapes this 

study to collect in-depth and detailed data about a particular case from the people who 

are directly experienced it.  

Many researchers have utilized interviews to explore certification programs from the 

perspectives of certified companies (Aradóttir, 2013; Daddi et al., 2018; Grapentin & 

Ayikoru, 2019; Guðmundsdóttir, 2018; Withyman, 2015). Interviews allow collecting 

specific information about the interviewees' experiences, thoughts, opinions, and 

knowledge (Patton, 2002; Rubin & Rubin, 2014). This study used semi-structured and 

unstructured types of interviewing. The fundamental advantage of semi-structured 

interviews also called responsive interviews (Rubin & Rubin, 2014), is to ask further 

questions based on the answers and the interview framework. According to Walliman 

(2006), the flexibility of the unstructured interviewing allows discussing at length the 

studied issue to get an in-depth understanding of the interviewee.  

A qualitative research method can support the investigated subject in-depth and in 

detail (Patton, 2002). According to Patton (2002), qualitative research provides a deep 

understanding of the studied subject. As highlighted by Rubin and Rubin (2014), 

interviews with those associated with some process or program can undermine long-

lasting assumptions and lead to the reforms of inadequate public policy-making. 

Moreover, interviewing can help determine what actions have not been carried out or 

identify those that could be unseen (Rubin & Rubin, 2014). This feature is beneficial for 

this study to uncover obstacles that have not been identified in the previous research.  

3.2 Data collection 

Data were collected from eight representatives of the certified companies according to 

Vakinn’s criteria and two representatives from the certifying body, the ITB. In the applied 
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constructivism paradigm, it is desirable to reach various interviewees to examine the 

complexity of the studied issue by exploring multiple perspectives. The purpose of the 

selection was to ensure maximum variation within data collection by choosing certified 

companies that provide different services and environmental-classes.  

According to Vakinn's website (n.d.-c), there are 82 certified services, wherein 49 are 

various tourism services such as different types of tours or transportation, 21 are 

accommodations, and 12 are restaurants (Table 4).  

Table 4. A number of certified services according to the type of service and environmental-class. 

Type of service 

Type of environmental-class  

Bronze Silver Gold 
The overall number of 

certified services 

Services 24 10 15 49 

Accommodations 15 0 6 21 

Restaurants 8 0 4 12 

 
The overall number of services 82 

 

Note. The numbers are provided from “Certified Companies” by Vakinn (n.d.) 

(https://www.vakinn.is/en/certified-companies). Copyright (n.d.) by Vakinn.  

 

It was desired to reach the tourism companies that provide different services and do 

not belong to one environmental-class. Data collected from various types of companies 

with different environmental-classes helped get a comprehensive view of the companies 

certified according to Vakinn and find differences and similarities between them. 

Therefore, 30 companies were contacted through e-mail. The companies were invited to 

take a part to point out a representative who implemented the Vakinn certification 

program or oversee sustainability and CSR-related issues. Eight certified companies 

agreed to take part in the interview. Four certified companies did not want to participate 

in the interview, and 18 did not reply to the interview request. Of those representatives 

agreeing to take part five held bronze-class environmental certification, and three 

obtained gold environmental class (Table 5). None of the certified companies that took a 

https://www.vakinn.is/en/certified-companies
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part hold silver environmental-class. Table 5 presents a list of interviewees, the type of 

services each certified company provides, and the environmental-class they were holding 

while taking part in this research. Also, Table 5 includes two interviewees from the ITB 

that took a part in the final interview.  

Table 5. List of the interviewees  

No. Types of services Type of environmental-class 

Certified companies 

1 Restaurant 

Bronze environmental-class 

2 
Tours, restaurant, 

accommodation 

3 Transport 

4 Tours 

5 Tours 

6 Transport 

Gold environmental-class 7 Travel agency 

8 Travel agency 

Certifying body 

9 
The Icelandic Tourism Board Not applicable 

10 

 

The companies willing to participate in the interview were contacted by e-mail to set 

up an appointment. The face-to-face interviews were carried out in March and April 2021. 

Accordingly, to Waller et al. (2016), face-to-face interviewing is the most commonly 

practiced method in the case of semi-structured interviews. All the interviews were 

conducted via Zoom through the audio-visual mode, which allows for computer-

mediated face-to-face interviewing. The online interviewing was an appropriate method, 

as the research was conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic, and all the interviewees 

were comfortable with this type of communication. The audio was recorded via Zoom for 

the later transcription. The average time of each interview was one hour. The anonymity 

and confidentiality of the interviewees were guaranteed, as the interviewees’ and 
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companies’ names are not provided in the research. The interviewees were named in the 

following manner:  Interviewee 1, Interviewee 2, Interviewee 3, etc.   

A test interview was conducted to review the developed interview framework to be 

better adapted and ensure that the gathered data will answer the research questions. 

McGrath et al. (2019) argue that a test interview allows early carrier researchers to 

develop skills before starting a data collection, such as by exploring the possibilities of 

spoken language, the accuracy of interview questions, and effective listening. Also, the 

test interview helped find the subjects and insights that were not explored in the 

literature review but related to the research objective. The first interview was carried out 

to test the interview framework. The test interview resulted in an improved interview 

flow and clarified interview questions. The final unstructured interview was conducted 

face-to-face via Zoom with two representatives of the ITB.  

Notes were taken after each interview to ensure the reliability of the gathered data. 

As Taylor et al. (2016) recommend, writing a diary after each interview and the time 

between them help organize acquired knowledge. Sutton and Austin (2015) state that 

the notes can deliver significant insights to the interpretation process and help recall the 

situational factors that might be crucial in the analysis. Notes were not taken during the 

interview. The research followed the recommendation of Waller et al. (2016), who states 

that it is not necessary to take notes while recording the interview because it distracts 

the researcher and causes a difficult hearing. The “saturation” principle led the data 

collection, and the process was suspended when the new insights were not identified 

through the following interviews (Mason, 2010). The interviews were suspended after 

eight interviews with company representatives as the saturation of data was achieved. 

The purpose of the interview with representatives from the ITB was to confront the 

findings based on the eight interviews with the representatives from certified companies. 

It was aimed to discuss improvement possibilities of Vakinn and to answer one of the 

research questions.  

There was a limitation of the applied research method. The internet connection 

sometimes distracted the discussion, which negatively impacted the later transcription 

and extended the time of this process. However, the semi-structured and unstructured 

character of interviews allowed to ask more questions and repeat the arguments that 
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were not clear. Another limitation was the limited number of interviewees that took a 

part as this narrows data collected. Although, the small number of interviewees allowed 

to explore the experience of representative in detail what positively impacted the quality 

of the results. Moreover, the high number of rejected requests by certified companies to 

take a part in the interview may suggest that there is a lack of commitment among the 

certified companies to engage in Vakinn-related matters. A further limitation was that 

none of the certified companies with silver-environmental class took a part in the 

interview, as the aim was to reach the tourism companies that provide different services 

and do not belong to one environmental-class. This limitation could negatively impact by 

narrowing the results.  

The major limitation of this study is the limited number of interviews carried out what 

may narrow the results. Although the current study is based on a small number of 

interviewees, the findings explore their experience in detail. This also positively impacts 

the quality of the results. Moreover, this study was limited by the absence of precise data 

about the environmental and social impact of the certified companies, narrowing the 

discussion about the monitoring process. Notwithstanding these limitations, the study 

suggests that the certified companies are unsure about their impact, which raises doubts 

about monitoring and evaluation and leads to the necessary improvements of Vakinn in 

the future.  

3.3 Interview framework 

The semi-structured interviews with eight representatives were conducted following the 

interview framework. The interview questions were open-ended and neutral to eliminate 

any potential assumptions or clues that could influence interviewees' answers, as stated 

by Patton (2002). He points out that each question included one discussion topic to get a 

full descriptive answer and avoid the confusion of interviewees. The questions were 

organized in a coherent order to guide the interview appropriately. 

The first interview framework was developed based on the literature review. In the 

view of the naturalistic approach, the literature is a valuable source. However, the 

previous research should not influence the investigation case's view and perception 

(Rubin & Rubin, 2014). The interview questions were arranged according to the main 
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themes: sustainable tourism and certifications, knowledge about sustainable tourism, 

implementation of Vakinn, monitoring and evaluation, and marketing. The interview 

framework can be found in Appendix. The interview framework aimed to ensure that all 

needed data was collected to answer the research questions. However, the flexibility of 

semi-structured interviews allowed for additional questions to clarify the less 

straightforward answers. Moreover, as Rubin and Rubin (2014) recommend, follow-up 

questions were spontaneously added when clarification was needed. 

3.4 Data analysis  

A web application, Otter, was used to transcribe collected data. Transcription is a process 

of converting spoken words to the written version for further analysis. Sutton and Austin 

(2015) recommend that transcriptions be anonymized when the interviewee used names 

of people, places, or events.  

Transcriptions were coded, and each interview was analyzed to interpret the answers. 

Coding is a process that often includes highlighting and writing notes based on 

transcriptions (Austin & Sutton, 2014). The thematic analysis was conducted through 

NVivo, a program that enables for analysis of qualitative data. The codes were identified 

and ordered accordingly to their meanings and intents. According to Austin and Sutton 

(2014), the codes were successively categorized into themes through the analytic 

process.  

3.5 Validity and reliability of the research method 

This research followed several principles to increase the validity and reliability of the 

research method. Anderson (2010) claims that the validity and reliability of the research 

method were commonly linked with quantitative studies, but they also became an 

essential factor in qualitative studies. According to Whittemore et al. (2001), several 

techniques can be employed to demonstrate validity criteria of qualitative studies that 

the audience can review and comment on findings in a meaningful manner.  

According to Anderson (2010), research validity occurs when the research outcome 

accurately presents the phenomena intended to represent. Validity is the extent to which 

the research outcome is authentic (Walliman, 2006). When discussing the validity of the 
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research, authors frequently refer to the “trustworthiness“ of investigated research 

(Curasi, 2001; McGrath et al., 2019; Taylor et al., 2016).  

There are more principles to ensure the validity of the study. Bolderston (2012) points 

out that the interview questions should be relevant to answer the research questions, 

and interview timing should be appropriately adjusted to the number of questions. 

Relevance of the interview questions and appropriate timing was ensured by conducting 

a test interview recommended by McGrath et al. (2019), which increases the validity of 

the research (Bolderston, 2012). Another factor that added to the validity of the research 

was follow-up questions. According to Bolderston (2012), follow-up questions increase 

validity and richness to the data by clarifying the meanings. Another fulfilled principle was 

“saturation“ of gathered data, what according to Whittemore et al. (2001), guarantees 

the validity of the research method in the data gathering process.  

Moreover, to ensure the validity of the research method, the interviewees can 

comment on the interpretation of the final analysis and interpretation (Lincoln & Guba, 

1985). In the literature, this analytic technique is called interviewee validation (Anderson, 

2010) or member checking (Bolderston, 2012; Whittemore et al., 2001). Anderson (2010) 

explains that interviewee validation lets interviewees judge the analyzed data and 

comment interpretation that controls contradictions, challenges the researcher's 

assumptions, and allows them to evaluate the data. Interviewee validation applied in this 

study ensured avoidance of misinterpretations during analysis. Five interviewees 

reviewed the final version of the research and provided feedback. 

The reliability of the research method refers to the stability and ability to reproduce 

the data (Anderson, 2010; Bolderston, 2012). Stability means the extent to which the 

findings are consistent over time (Walliman, 2006). The literature frequently mentioned 

the analysis process as an opportunity to raise the reliability of the research (Bolderston, 

2012; Sutton & Austin, 2015). Bolderston (2012) claims that there should be no errors in 

the transcriptions before the analysis to increase data reliability. Moreover, the codes 

and themes should be reviewed in great detail (Bolderston, 2012). It is not clear that this 

research can ensure the complete stability of the finding, as the lack of stability relates to 

the dynamic and changing situation in the tourism market and the continuously evolving 

nature of certification programs. Despite that, the research method ensured replicability 
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by the concepts and methods used in the study. Wherein, replicability means that the 

research can be repeatedly used in the future, and similar results can be obtained 

(Walliman, 2006).
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4 Results 

4.1 Emerged themes 

Seven main themes and fourteen sub-themes emerged from the analysis of the 

interviews. These are motivational reasons, the role of quality criteria, environmental 

impact, marketing, monitoring and evaluation, enhanced community connections, and 

business aims (Table 6). Each theme and sub-theme were equally important in the 

analysis, and the result chapter is organized to construct a comprehensive explanation to 

the research questions based on findings. The experience of using Vakinn by certified 

companies, the benefits, obstacles, and improvement opportunities of the certification 

program are intertwined with the themes emerging from the interviews.  

Table 6. Table of emerged themes and sub-themes. 

Themes Sub-themes 

Theme 1 Motivational reasons to join 

Vakinn  

Internal factors 

External factors 

Theme 2 Role of the quality criteria Fundamental importance 

Increased service security 

Effective implementation and maintenance 

Employee satisfaction 

Theme 3 Environmental criteria Environmental education and communication 

Environmental conservation 

Theme 4 Marketing Marketing opportunities 

Limited recognizability 

Theme 5 Monitoring and evaluation  Affordable cost  

Inadequate monitoring 

Insufficient evaluation 

Willingness to report 

Theme 6 Enhanced community 

connections 

 

Theme 7 Business aims  
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4.2 Experience of certified companies  

4.2.1 Motivational reasons 

The motivational factor theme describes factors that encouraged tourism companies to 

implement requirements of the Vakinn certification program. The motivational reasons 

for joining Vakinn in connection with emerged themes helped this study to examine if 

Vakinn has met the expectations of certified companies. Table 7 presents motivational 

reasons for certified companies to join Vakinn. The majority of the certified companies 

joined Vakinn for internal reasons. The results indicate three main internal reasons such 

as the implementation of the quality criteria, improvement of the services, and 

evaluation of the standards. The external reasons to join Vakinn were to support Vakinn 

and a need for environmental protection. Each internal and external motivational reason 

is described in the following sub-chapters.  

Table 7. Motivational reasons for joining Vakinn.  

Motivational reasons to join Vakinn 

Internal reasons External reasons 

▪ Implementation of the quality criteria 

→ Development of the quality services 

→ Safety assurance 

→ Implementation of the professional framework 

→ Maintenance of the quality standards 

→ Opportunity to advertise certified services 

▪ Improvement of the services 

▪ Evaluation of the standards 

→ Knowledge improvement 

 

▪ Support of Vakinn 

▪ Need for the environmental protection 

 

4.2.1.1 Internal reasons to obtain Vakinn 

The results show that most companies participating in this study joined Vakinn to 

implement the quality criteria.  According to the results, the companies believed that the 
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quality criteria could “provide quality services for the customers”, “ensure safety”, “set up 

a professional framework,” and “maintain quality standards”. Moreover, some of the 

companies aimed to advertise their quality services. For example, one interviewee 

explains:  

 

The company reached the level where it became very important to use this 

opportunity, what Vakinn has to offer by the guideline and the quality criteria. Also, 

to show outside of the company that we are standing for quality and following 

guidelines from Vakinn. I think that is our main interest. 

 

Another interviewee emphasizes that it is responsible for demonstrating that the 

company follows quality criteria. The interviewee says: “It is our responsibility to take part 

and show that we think this is important.” Furthermore, the results suggest that one of 

the companies aims to advertise themselves by following the standards. The interviewee 

explains: “We saw that if you would go through Vakinn, we would get a quite good stamp 

[...]. We could advertise ourselves for following the rules and extra qualification to our 

staff members.” 

The results show that the safety of the services is a significant aspect of the companies. 

One interviewee noted that the implementation of Vakinn was to provide safety services 

through the quality criteria. She explains: “If the accident happened, how am I supposed 

to react? So that was [quality criteria] quite good because it belongs to every unit in the 

company. So, we were able to use it everywhere.” 

The results furthermore show that some companies believed that Vakinn could 

improve their processes and guide them in the right direction. For example, one 

interviewee says: “So we saw Vakinn as an opportunity to improve our processes and how 

we are doing things.” Another one claims: “Vakinn just was the right tool for us to well be 

on the right track and get the certification for the third from the third person.” 

 Another internal motivational factor observed is the evaluation of the company by a 

third-party body to ensure that the company accurately follows the standards. For 

example, one of the interviewees says:  
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[...] we did realize from the beginning, it is good to have a policy, but we need to 

have something more and get that approval from the outside, and someone can just 

tell us that we are doing a good job. 

 

The study shows that the companies also aimed to gain knowledge to ensure that they 

provide responsible services. One says: “We wanted to get some certification and more 

knowledge about if we were doing everything correctly.” 

4.2.1.2 External reasons to obtain Vakinn  

Two external reasons were identified describing why the tourism companies decided to 

join Vakinn. First, some companies decided to participate in Vakinn to support and 

advertise it. This support aimed to increase the recognition of Vakinn on the national 

market and connect with other certified companies according to Vakinn’s criteria. One of 

the interviewees explains: “We would like to have more companies in Vakinn in general, 

so we can also co-operate with them, and our suppliers could also be Vakinn-certificated. 

We like this whole concept and the network around Vakinn that we have.” Another 

interviewee highlights that the more companies join Vakinn, the more promoted it can 

be. She says: “If everyone in Iceland would participate in Vakinn, then we had a power 

with which we could promote it and say that we have our national program, and it is 

working for us.” 

One interviewee points out that Vakinn is suitable for the small tourism companies 

that do not implement any international certification, so they want to promote it. The 

interviewee states:  

 

We already had the ISO14001 before we joined Vakinn. We thought it was 

important to help Vakinn establish itself here in Iceland because the ISO is probably 

too much for many other small businesses. So, we thought it was essential to 

support this system. 
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The identified second external reason for joining Vakinn is to minimize environmental 

impact to protect the natural environment. For example, one interviewee notes:  

 

“Vakinn was quite good for all the units because they offer the safety plan, safety 

requirements, and environmental criteria that we have to follow. For example, how 

do we use the water? Where can we buy different things to decrease the pollution?” 

4.2.2 Role of the quality criteria  

The role of the quality criteria theme describes how companies experienced this criterion 

and how it affects different aspects of the business. This theme includes four related sub-

themes: fundamental importance, increased security, effective implementation and 

maintenance, and employee satisfaction.  

4.2.2.1 Fundamental importance  

The results suggest that Vakinn is fundamental four out of eight certified companies. 

Those interviewees call Vakinn the “ground foundation”, “first step”, “fantastic start” or 

the “guiding standard”. One of the interviewees explains that the Vakinn certification 

program had set a critical template when implementing safety management and 

environmental plans. Another interviewee states that the national government should 

require Vakinn certification from all tourism companies located in Iceland. He says: “I 

think that all companies that are working in tourism should have Vakinn, by rules, by law.” 

He is of the opinion that Vakinn provides minimum quality criteria that all Icelandic 

tourism companies should follow.  

4.2.2.2 Increased service security 

It seems that some of the tourism companies have obtained increased service security by 

joining Vakinn. For example, one says: “I think, first, we were just not so secured about it 

[security of the services].” Another interviewee points out that perhaps the company’s 

criteria regarding the security of services were not that formalized as it is after 

implementing Vakinn’s quality criteria. She says: “before, I am not sure if this [criteria 

regarding service security] would have been as formal.” According to the results, the 

quality criteria of Vakinn increases the security in case of difficult situations or accidents.  
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Security was seen as an essential factor to protect the company in case of unexpected 

accidents. For example, one of the interviewees explains:  

 

Often there is bad weather and the weather conditions, things like that. We must 

have bus drivers prepared for how they react to this kind of weather, but we must 

also have the management know what we do in this kind of situation? What are our 

protocols? How do we then react if there is an accident? 

 

The same interviewee further adds: “when you get secured, and you get all the data, it is 

much easier to implement it and also to educate everybody.”  

The results show that quality criteria improved the safety of the services and ensured 

relevant training for employees. One of the interviewees says: “it makes our staff secure 

because we are following protocols,” and another one explains:  

  

Vakinn gave us tools to say, hey, this is how we react. I can then train my bus drivers 

and management to do what they are supposed to do in these circumstances. So, it 

feels much safer there, and I think it is pretty good for all companies starting with 

taking Vakinn. 

 

Furthermore, based on findings, increased security can also positively impact the 

customers. One of the interviewees explains how quality criteria and implemented 

specific procedures positively impacted the customers. She says:   

 

We have a system in place on how the office knows what to do, whom to call, how 

to talk with the customers, so we have a more detailed system. I think that is helping 

the customers without them even knowing that Vakinn is helping them. 

4.2.2.3 Effective implementation 

The findings reveal that implementing the Vakinn certification program can be time-

consuming because of the various actions that are needed to fulfill its requirements. 
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However, interviewees refer to the different stage of the certification process that 

consumes time. Implementation of the certification program, preparation for the annual 

evaluation, and overall maintenance was considered time-consuming. The answers 

differed quite a bit. For example, one of the interviewees finds the whole process time-

consuming. At the same time, another perceives it as not time-consuming, as the quality 

criteria are a part of the company’s culture.   

Most of the interviewees refer to the early stages of the implementation process as 

being time-consuming. They call it “the beginning.” One, for example, lists the number of 

necessary actions to ensure implementation of certification program: “developing all the 

documents,” “all the processes,” “go through everything with employees,” “training,” 

“put up an easily manageable system” and “create awareness in the company.” Another 

one calls the implementation stage the “toughest part” and a “big step,” especially when 

Vakinn was the first certification implemented by the company. He states: “when you go 

through the first certification, it is the most time that you have to spend.” In addition, 

another interviewee points out that implementation time can extend because of 

electronic communication that emerged because of COVID-19. He explains: “I think it was 

more just because everything was done virtually, rather than in person.”.  

Comparing to the implementation stage, one of the interviewees finds monitoring and 

evaluation less time-consuming. He thinks that after the implementation stage, the 

monitoring and evaluation become quicker. Another, for example, finds the accreditation 

stage not as time-consuming in comparison to the implementation stage. He explains: “It 

did take time to get the systems precisely right so that we knew that we would get 

approved. But the actual accreditation process was not that long.” Another stage 

identified as time-consuming was the preparatory period before annual evaluation. 

In comparison, one of the interviewees finds the whole certification process time-

consuming. She says: “[...] when you have the system in place, and you have to maintain 

it and constantly improving it, yeah, it takes time, of course.” On the contrary, another 

interviewee perceives the whole certification process as not so time-consuming since the 

quality criteria are already aligned with the company’s culture. He explains:  
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This has been a part of our culture, so when we started getting Vakinn in our job, 

we already had lots of things in our work, so it did not take that long. Nevertheless, 

we had to do formalities or checklists and paperwork, but it was not that difficult. 

 

According to the interviewees, none of the companies experienced difficulties 

regarding the implementation stage. However, one of the interviewees highlights the 

importance of hiring educated employees. He states: “you have to have dedicated staff 

and the people that [has the] know-how, and the knowledge to do so, and to implement 

that as well.” This interviewee points out the importance of knowledgeable employees 

that can ensure time-effective implementation of the certification program. 

Concurrently, another interviewee explains that the implementation process was time-

consuming because of uneducated people in charge:   

 

[...] people are educated in all kinds of things within the company. However, nobody 

was educated on sustainability or environmental matters, so we had to read a lot 

to finalize the certification. It took us a pretty long time because we had to read a 

lot and decide on things, so we learned a lot through the process, which was very 

positive for us. 

 

Interviewees do not perceive time as the issue. All interviewees agree that the time of 

the certification process is not the main issue as they state: “it is worth it.” One 

interviewee, for example, claims that “I would say it is worth it because it makes you… 

have a system in place, and it is so easy after that.” Interviewees identify maintenance of 

standards, improved performance, guidance to improvements, and sound practices as 

the benefits in return for time invested in the process.  

4.2.2.4 Employee satisfaction 

The findings suggest that Vakinn positively influences employee satisfaction. However, 

some believe that it is a combination of various factors. One of the interviewees explains 

how Vakinn provides a clear understanding of the company's responsibilities and 

expectations towards the employees. She says:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
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Because of Vakinn, we are continuously working on the training handbooks for the 

staff, so everybody gets a clear idea of what their job covers. And it is also like, in a 

way, it is a responsibility, because when you tell yourself what is expected from 

them, and they know what they have to do, I think it is essential in communication, 

so they are aware. 

 

Furthermore, the interviewee calls it an establishment of “a good relationship with 

employees.” The other interviewees identified that employees are proud because the 

company complies with certification requirements. One of them describes it in the 

following manner:  

 

It makes people proud that you are thinking about the community, or your 

surroundings, that you are responsible and trying to be responsible [...]. If they 

choose two companies to work with that would be equal, they would choose the 

one with a certification. So I think it has some positive effect on the employees. 

 

Another, for example, says: “they are proud that we are emphasizing quality and 

environmental matters [...] and being a member of Vakinn“. On the contrary, one 

interviewee claims that Vakinn does not directly impact employee satisfaction, but it 

combines various factors. Nevertheless, he states that implemented standards ensured a 

better understanding of what helps in increasing employee satisfaction. He describes it 

as such:  

 

I do not think it has a kind of direct impact on that [employee satisfaction], because 

it works together with a lot of other things, so you cannot just say it is Vakinn or 

something else. I think of everything that is more standard and clearer, which helps 

with employee satisfaction. But there are, of course, many things that are 

contributing to that as well. So it [Vakinn] contributes to it. 
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4.2.3 Environmental criteria  

The environmental impact theme explores how certified companies experienced the 

environmental criteria of the certification program. The identified sub-themes were 

environmental education and communication and environmental conservation.  

4.2.3.1 Environmental education and communication 

Based on the results, the certified companies believe in the globally increasing 

environmental awareness including their potential customers. This increasing awareness 

about the natural environment creates an external pressure facing by the tourism 

companies. The interviewees think that the customers seek environmentally responsible 

services. For example, one explains:  

 

[...] environmental awareness is becoming more like a topic this year, so people 

visiting us also consider that. If this place stands for quality, and are they part of a 

quality system? And when they come here, they see that we are, and I think it gives 

them a positive impression. 

 

All the interviewees agree that their company's environmental awareness had increased 

after complying with the environmental criteria of Vakinn. One of the interviewees 

believes that increasing environmental awareness among tourists can impact tourism 

companies in various aspects. He states:  

 

I think it impacted every part. In every unit we are going to think about nature, we 

are going to think about how we treat each other, [...] how we drive the cars for the 

pollution, things like that. I think it affected all sides of the company, the board, the 

management, the staff members, things like that. 

 

According to the findings, the certified companies communicate with their employees 

through the staff handbooks and by organizing annual meetings. One of the interviewees 

identifies “word of mouth” as an effective spoken communication about environmental 
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matters in the company. Some of the interviewees mention annual meetings as a way to 

communicate with employees about environmental matters.  

The results further show that the environmental education of employees is sometimes 

a combination of various factors. Two of interviewed companies hold ISO14001, the 

international standard for environmental management systems. When asked how the 

company ensures environmental knowledge, one answered: We mainly focus on ISO 

certification. We are basing more training addressing all the environmental issues in more 

detail and on a more global level, but yeah, it [Vakinn] certainly has helped. According to 

the results, environmental education can sometimes be fundamental, depending on their 

values. One interviewee claims that its mission focuses on environmental protection, so 

they did not notice any difference after obtaining Vakinn. She says: “Vakinn does not have 

to be there because it is more about environmental matters. It is just in the blood of the 

company or in the heart of our mission and values.” 

Most interviewees state that their companies try to inform the customers about 

sustainable tourism and environmental conservation in general by small talks before the 

excursion and communication through blogs and websites. According to results, the 

customers are usually informed about the company’s quality and environmental 

responsibilities through the website, as one interviewee points out: “We have 

information on our website that we are participating in Vakinn program that keeps us on 

the right track.” Interviewees provide a variety of examples of how the companies try to 

educate their customers. They mention small talks about environmental conservation 

and company rules before every excursion, communication through blogs and websites. 

One of the interviewees explains it as follows: 

 

We try to write blogs and content on sustainability and environmental safety issues. 

We are addressing customers on our tours, introducing them to our certification, 

how we are doing things, and how we would like things to be done in Iceland, for 

example, to protect nature and ensure that they follow the guidelines that we set, 

etc.  
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Two interviewees state that trained and educated employees pass the knowledge directly 

to the customers. One says: “our guides are also trained to educate our customers as 

well,” another representative answered: “there is education directly through the clients, 

but if they do not come into the tours, then it is reliant on the website or blogs.”   

Findings show that Vakinn’s environmental criteria enhanced cooperation and 

communication within other certified companies. For example, one of the interviewees 

says:  

 

We can choose companies to work with that have certification, which is a part of 

Vakinn. So we can decide to use, for example, coaches that have Vakinn or have 

ISO14001 and hotels, we can choose our suppliers by their certifications. 

 

Another interviewee also notices improved communication with other tourism 

companies that follow the environmental requirements of Vakinn. She explains: “this 

[Vakinn] impacts communication with other companies. It has helped to build up a 

relationship with them.” 

4.2.3.2 Environmental conservation  

The environmental conservation theme indicates the role and impact of Vakinn regarding 

environmental matters. Interviewees were asked how the environmental impact of the 

company has changed after complying with Vakinn’s environmental criteria. The results 

suggest that the interviewees are unsure about to what extend the companies have 

minimized their environmental impact after joining Vakinn. The overall response to this 

question was unclear because the representatives did not provide accurate answers or 

strong arguments to follow-up questions. Some of them identify the importance of a 

“checklist” that helps companies to “stay focused” and to “keep a check on the goals” on 

environmental matters. One, for example, says: “I will say that it helped us a lot to stay 

focused [...] every time in our work we have this checklist what a really good reminder is”. 

Other interviewees experience increased motivation and awareness about 

environmental conservation. Most interviewees talk about implemented recycling and 

waste management. 
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Furthermore, interviewees were asked about how the company measures its 

environmental impact. The answers raise various concerns about the monitoring of the 

environmental impact. The results indicate that certified companies individually find tools 

to measure their environmental impact to comply with environmental criteria set by 

Vakinn. For example, one interviewee explains: 

 

I guess we could find ways. There are probably consultancy firms out there that 

would be able to advise on how you could do better with it anyway, like ways that 

we could better separate the waste and then record what we were saving. So I guess 

it is something we can look into. 

 

Based on the results, some certified companies use ISO14001, the standard for 

environmental management systems, or climate metrics offered by Icelandic NGO, Festa, 

to comply with Vakinn’s environmental criteria. However, the interviewees believe in the 

effectiveness in measuring the environmental impact when joining only Vakinn. For 

example, one explains:  

 

[...] ISO14001 goes a little further than Vakinn [...], but if we did not have ISO, Vakinn 

would help us. If we did not have the ISO certification and all the processes regarding 

that, then Vakinn would be an assistance, and probably it helps a lot the companies 

that do not have other measures in place. 

 

The findings suggest that companies seek for external support to comply with the 

environmental criteria of Vakinn. One of the interviewees wondered how Vakinn could 

support the company in measuring its impact on the natural environment and 

communities. She says:  

 

If Vakinn could somehow [...] because we have been thinking about measuring our 

impact on nature and what we are doing in the field. How can they, how can we 

figure out our impact in the communities? And I do not know if they can do that 
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because we have not found a way ourselves. But there is probably a way to measure 

those things. 

 

When asked if the companies need support in measuring their environmental impact, 

some interviewees were willing to receive help in terms of environmental and social 

measurements: “Yes, maybe when we are trying to reach the goal, environmental matter, 

we will need some help with that.” Another interviewee states: “[...] also it is of interest 

to us how we can find a way to measure our impact on nature and the communities, but 

we do not have a way to measure it.” One of the interviewees explain:  

 

We can do it ourselves. We now have carbon accounting. So we thought about 

having some help from the outside [...], but we did it by ourselves with the help of 

Festa. So I did get a lot of help there. But it could be in the future. It can be a little 

bit more complicated. So maybe in this field, we could get some extra help in the 

near future. 

 

The results suggest that sometimes Vakinn’s environmental criteria are perceived as 

minimum standards to comply. The interviewees perceive the environmental criteria of 

Vakinn differently. One of the interviewees highlights that Vakinn provides minimum 

environmental criteria what is not simply a tick-box exercise, but a complex process 

composed of several actions. In contrast, another representative finds Vakinn’s 

environmental criteria are not highly demanding, as the companies can easily comply 

with the highest standards and become gold-class members. He says: “We can go and get 

gold-class for Vakinn [...]. It probably is more just like a tick box exercise to go then and 

get the gold badge.” He further explains:  

 

We noticed that somebody else, another company, recently did Vakinn and just 

went straight to gold. Okay, then maybe we should be doing the same because we 

are already in (...) there are only slight changes. We are already basically at gold. 
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4.2.4 Marketing 

The marketing theme describes how companies experience marketing after joining 

Vakinn. The sub-themes that emerged in this theme are marketing opportunities and 

limited recognizability. The results suggest that certified companies can increase 

customer satisfaction and trust, improve national market recognition, confidence to 

advertise, and strengthen communications with other companies. However, the results 

found a lack of recognition among foreign customers.  

4.2.4.1 Marketing opportunities 

The results suggest that most companies gained recognition in the national market 

through the locally recognized logo. The ability to advertise the company encouraged 

companies to become certified. One interviewee states that Vakinn gave the company 

confidence to advertise its service. She says: “it makes the company, the management, 

and the staff much more secured about advertising the company because, of course, we 

are following guidelines.” Another one says: “I think Vakinn has given us a way to show 

outside of the company that we are standing for quality.” 

The results suggest that Vakinn is essential to maintain communication with other 

companies. As one explains: “When we have had to work with other agents, especially 

like bigger agents, or agencies or big hotel chains, they want to know what your standards 

are.” Some of the interviewees highlight that since the companies become certified, they 

always look for certified companies to co-operate with. The results show that certification 

is an essential aspect of the partnership with other companies. For example, one of the 

interviewees explains:   

 

Whenever we make a contract or get new price lists from our suppliers, we ask if 

they are still members of Vakinn, if they are going to, or if they have another 

certification. It is marked within our system, so we know that when you have two 

companies to choose from, and they are equal in all matters, you can choose the 

one with the certification. 

 

The responses show that certification positively impacts the communication of 

certified companies with other tourism providers within Iceland. The results demonstrate 
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that the companies become more recognized and reach a broader audience on the local 

market. One of the interviewees claims: “travel agencies were buying our service because 

they knew we were in Vakinn. [...] and then now we are more known in this business.” 

Another interviewee states: “This [Vakinn] has helped us starting a connection with other 

tourism companies that are concerned about quality service, and it has helped.” 

Furthermore, the results show that some certified companies might pressure others to 

follow the quality and environmental criteria. One of the interviewees points out:  

 

We are trying to have an impact on the guides that are working for us. They are not 

employees of ours, but they are hired for each project, and we have a special 

handbook for them where there is one chapter about the environmental things that 

are important to the company, how they walk around the country, and how they 

inform our guests about the fragile nature. That is how we try to impact the 

companies that we are working with within Iceland. 

 

The results show that Vakinn positively impacts customer satisfaction. According to 

the results, the quality and environmental criteria encouraged customers to choose the 

services that positively impacted customer satisfaction. As one explains: 

 

It is professional to work according to policies and standards, so I think that helps 

with customers. They probably feel like there are things done in the right way, and 

you are ensuring quality service and safety [...], so it all contributes to customers' 

safety and experience. 

 

Results indicate that certified companies gain customer trust through the quality label. 

One of the interviewees says: “We felt that people were trusting our organization, and I 

think Vakinn is helping those companies that have worked to get a better image.” Other 

states:  
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So I think it sells more trips, makes our company more trustworthy, and is also 

beautiful for the eyes to see some stamp because it makes secured customer, you 

trust the company that is not like you are going to get bad buses and bad drivers. 

 

Despite positive customer impressions, most interviewees do not notice an increased 

number of customers after the implementation of Vakinn. For example, one of the 

interviewees says: “I would not say that Vakinn did it [increased number of customers] 

[...] Vakinn helped us to show quality in our work, that we are acting with responsibility”. 

This suggests that the implementation of Vakinn is not a deciding factor in terms of the 

increased number of customers. One of them claims: “it contributes, but it is not the 

deciding factor or something that I think people are choosing one over the other.” Another 

interviewee says: “it is tough to say because we have not measured it, but we can say that 

it has not had the negative impact on it.”  

4.2.4.2 Limited recognizability  

The results show that the certified companies are not recognized among foreign 

customers after joining Vakinn. However, those companies that focus on local customers 

improve their recognition locally. For example, one of the interviewees says: “So if, for 

example, customers do not know about it [Vakinn], and do not know what it means, then 

it [recognition] is limited. So, for those who know [locals], it is always good to be certified.” 

The results show that certified companies think there is a need to increase recognition 

of Vakinn among foreign customers. For example, one interviewee points out the need 

to build awareness about Vakinn to make it more visible to foreign customers. He 

explains:  

 

I think the main challenge is that not many people know what Vakinn is. So, I think 

that the main issue for Vakinn is to create awareness of it because it is so difficult 

to have a local standard that most of our customers do not know about and do not 

recognize. 
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The results show that Vakinn certification does not provide a marketing value for some 

companies, especially those that focus on foreign customers. Those certified companies 

use Vakinn for internal reasons instead, for example, to increase the quality of the 

services. For example, one interviewee explains: “I am not sure, we do not have hands-

on that if it is giving us more customers or attracting. For us, it is like more about quality 

[…].” Another interviewee explains how the lack of international recognition made the 

company use Vakinn only for internal purposes. He says: 

 

Of course, Vakinn is not known internationally, making it less marketing valuable, 

like nobody cares if we were Vakinn [certified]. Most of our clients, on average year 

are foreign. Usually, Icelanders are not a big part of our clientele [...], so Vakinn was 

more for us to have the system in place. For us, it did not have a significant 

marketing value. 

 

Most interviewees believe that it is essential to improve recognition of Vakinn in the 

future. For example, one says: “I do not feel like we are gaining that much marketing […] 

so maybe evaluation of marketing and recognition of Vakinn is something that I think 

could get some improvement.” Interestingly, when asked about marketing opportunities, 

one of the interviewees raises doubts about the effectiveness of the certification process. 

She says:  

 

It is difficult to answer it, because, in a way, it helps us to progress, but it does not 

give you, I think, a competitive advantage when it seems like everyone can fulfill the 

requirements, and I am not sure how effective for example, the certification process 

is. 

Several interviewees believe it is essential to have a national certification. The results 

show that some companies promote Vakinn because they believe it is still essential to be 

certified by the national certifying body. Despite that, the results suggested there is a 

growing need for international certification to gain broader recognition. For example, one 
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interviewee assumes that it is essential to have a national certification. However, it could 

be beneficial to join internationally known certification to gain recognition. She explains:  

 

I think there still needs to be a domain, an Icelandic certification body. Hopefully, 

there has to be something recognized here and grow in here […]. If everyone starts 

leaving [Vakinn] for something else, it is not going to help. So it is better to stay in 

Vakinn and do ISO or something separately. 

4.2.5 Monitoring and evaluation  

The monitoring and evaluation theme centers on the processes relevant for the certified 

companies. The emerged sub-themes are affordable cost, inadequate monitoring, 

insufficient evaluation, and willingness to report. The results suggest that the monitoring 

and evaluation should be strengthened to ensure the certificate's meaningfulness and 

increase its credibility.  

4.2.5.1 Affordable cost  

Most of the interviewees state that the financial cost of the Vakinn certification is 

“manageable,” “not very expensive,” or “reasonable.” They also perceive the costs as an 

essential part of the business. For example, one interviewee explains:  

 

Regarding the costs, I can say that we, first of all, do not measure them. And I think 

the reason is that it is not essential in a way because anyway, we stand for Vakinn 

standards, and we stand for our standards, and they are aligned. And we are doing 

it because we believe it is important. So, it is just part of the costs. 

 

The certification program may also be more costly when the company runs multiple 

services or consists of more than one company. One of the interviewees explains:  

 

It is pretty expensive, for example, for our company, which consists of few 

companies. So, it is becoming more financial cost because you have to have a 

certification and go through the same certification process for all companies owned 
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by the same company. However, they are all working according to the exact 

requirements.  

 

Furthermore, the results show that educated employees are crucial in the effective 

implementation and maintenance of the certification program. For example, one of the 

interviewees states it is beneficial and manageable for the company to hire educated 

employees to oversee the certification. He says:  

 

We have a pretty good qualification and education to do this. It was not so hard, 

but it would have been hard if we would have to look for an outside job and 

somebody to do it. [...] it has not been expensive, unmanageable, even in COVID-19.  

 

Another viewpoint is that having educated employees responsible for implementing 

and maintaining certification programs can increase the costs but reduce implementation 

time. For instance, one interviewee says he would be willing to apply for some financial 

support to hire an educated employee to manage the certification. He says:   

 

If I were doing this now, I would apply for some sponsors. I would probably do that 

just to get this properly going, and then maybe it would not take us a long time if 

you just had the person that knows how to do it. 

 

However, the results do not clarify from whom the certified companies could obtain 

such financial support. 

4.2.5.2 Insufficient process  

The results show that certified companies seek credible and detailed evaluation. Some 

interviewees referred to the need for a “meaningful certification.” One says: “I think that 

is the most important part. It needs to have a meaning to make sure that the companies 

that are in the program [...] they are there for a reason.” The results show that the 

certified companies seek for presence of ITB and better communication to ensure that 

the certified companies still comply with the quality and environmental criteria. Most 
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interviewees point out a need for more constant and detailed monitoring to ensure that 

the certified companies comply with the standards. For example, one interviewee 

proposes that certifying body visits the company to ensure effective monitoring. She says:  

 

I think it would be better for them [certifying body] to visit the companies to see 

what is happening, watch out. I think that would be much more effective than 

sending somebody the data. That is my opinion. 

 

The same interviewee conclude that there is a need for a general tool to collect the 

data and let the certifying body track the changes. She says: “I think there should be some 

database that you should be assigned into, fill it up, and they can look over it. If you have 

not done it yet.”  

The interviewees have somewhat skeptical opinions about evaluation. For example, 

one says: “They just come once a year, check it out [the compliance with the standards], 

and say it is good. I am not sure; I do not maybe trust 100% [...]”. Only one interviewee 

feels comfortable having an annual audit. However, most interviewees believe there is a 

need for more “stricter” and in-depth evaluation. For example, one says: “When it comes 

to that once-a-year check into the company (...) they could dig deeper, so it would be more 

difficult to keep the certification”.  

Furthermore, the results show that certified companies seek an audit by a 

professional, independent body to ensure the credibility of the evaluation. For example, 

one interviewee says: “When they came to check (...) it was done in a friendly manner, 

which is nice, but I also think that they could have checked more carefully [...].” Moreover, 

some responses raised concerns regarding the evaluation process. For instance, one 

interviewee claims:  

 

I think it will be more professional when a third party doing the audits, and people 

are specially trained to do the audits, and doing more audits, not just only Vakinn. 

And they are trained on an international level as well. […] because Iceland 

sometimes can be small. 
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One of the interviewees argues that poor evaluation could decrease recognition of 

Vakinn certification. She says:  

 

So I think there needs to be a little more differentiation regarding the quality of the 

certified companies. Yeah, I think that is also something to think about [...]. The 

recognition has been downgraded, I think, my opinions here in Iceland. 

4.2.5.3 Willingness to report 

The results suggest that interviewees have a positive attitude to publish an annual 

sustainability report, which most consider future planning. For example, one says: “It is 

certainly interesting. But to be honest, it is not something we have not spoken about. It is 

maybe something that we should look into in the future.” Moreover, some interviewees 

find annual reporting as an opportunity to disclose information with their stakeholders. 

For example, one interviewee comments, “I think it is a great idea that we would put it 

on the homepage so people just can go and see. Being visible for another company would 

be great.”  

According to the results, some of the companies issue internal environmental reports. 

However, none of them have published it yet. Collected data shows that most companies 

use social media to share company information with stakeholders. Although, most of the 

companies are willing to publish a report in the future. As one interviewee explains:   

 

We do that via our website or social media. We would like to do a little bit more of 

that, maybe issue reports. We have annual reports that we are doing for 

environmental issues specifically, and we have also added safety to that as well, but 

I think we could do even more in that area publicly. 

 

Currently, the results found that certified companies disclose information about their 

performance to various extents through social media. The companies share information 

through websites and email to reach the external stakeholders. Regarding internal 

communication, the companies communicate through small talks and regular meetings. 

Furthermore, the results suggest that some companies are still looking for other ways to 

share information with their stakeholders. One interviewee talk about an email 
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subscription that was launched to reach customers. He describes: “A few weeks ago, we 

created a subscription email list [...] email marketing program where people can sign up. 

We only did it because many people were asking for it.” 

4.2.6 Enhanced community connections 

The findings suggest that Vakinn enhanced certified companies to support local 

communities. Six out of eight interviewees identify a positive impact on local 

communities after the implementation of Vakinn. The certified companies aim to co-

operate with local society. As one interviewee says: “One of the aspects is doing things 

more locally, so how you can directly impact the local community. So, there is an aspect 

of that and sourcing from local communities rather than importing everything.” Another 

interviewee explains how the company contributes to the local society by advertising 

other small businesses. She says:   

 

[...] we are working with people running small businesses around the country, and 

that is a community matter and bringing the money or the values back to being 

local. We are working with the communities, promoting the Icelandic countryside 

and the people who are working there. 

 

One interviewee states that Vakinn has not significantly improved community 

connections as previously supported the local community. He says: “I think it has not had 

so much impact because we have always tried to give back.” This shows that the 

community connections had already been prioritized before joining Vakinn.  

4.2.7 Business aims  

Findings show that the companies had a positive experience in complying with the goals 

established by Vakinn. All interviewees stat that Vakinn pushed the company to advance 

in quality and environmental matters. One of the interviewees calls Vakinn a “wake-up 

call” for the management. She says: “We are taking steps, and we are making great 

progress, and that was all because of Vakinn because it woke all the management up.” 

Another one says: “It helps us keep our standards and do better and think about things 

that we would maybe not think about if we did not have these guidelines.”. 
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Interviewees talk about different aspects that have been improved. For example, one 

interviewee points out maintenance, cost-savings, and community support:   

 

I think that that is the best part of it, that Vakinn pushes you on like having good 

maintenance, having this idea about where we can save money and support our 

town. This is everything that Vakinn stands for. 

 

Another interviewee stress that the company is more pushed toward internal quality 

improvements rather than external. She says: 

 

I think Vakinn is pushing us more into inside procedures. And also, positively pushing 

us to provide new product development, things like that [...] I do connect Vakinn 

more when we are talking about the inside working procedures, checklists, and 

things like that. 

 

The same interviewee provides examples of internal improvements such as “carbon 

accounting” regarding environmental dimension and “training.”  

The results suggest that companies must continuously improve their operations to 

comply with changing quality and environmental criteria of Vakinn. As one interviewee 

explains: “Of course, they regularly update their standards. So you need to be, you know, 

on your toes to fulfill all of the requirements of Vakinn. They issue new requirements every 

two, three years.”  

Most interviewees believe Vakinn pushes companies to set up new goals and comply 

with changing quality criteria. Despite that, two interviewees express that the goals set 

by Vakinn are aligned with the company's mission. One of the interviewees says: “Vakinn 

goes well with our wisdom. And by now, four years after we implemented Vakinn, it is a 

part of our mission and future goals specifically [...] Vakinn is part of the company's 

strategy.” Another interviewee refers to the improvements regarding community by 

saying: “The community is more our heart because our roots are to the farmers in the 

countryside.” For those referring to the aligned mission of the company, Vakinn’s goals 
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seem to be a control point rather than a primary driver. One of the interviewees says: “It 

is good to have checkpoints to make sure that all points are checked and done.” The same 

interviewee also refers to the environmental improvements. She points out: “It is like 

Vakinn does not have to be there. Because it is more, again, environmental matters, it is 

just in the company's blood or in the heart of our mission and values.” 

Another interviewee states that some goals are just in line with Vakinn's requirements, 

and some are beyond. Furthermore, certified companies set up future goals through 

advancing Vakinn standards, individual motivation, or other standards. The following 

interviewee refers to the ISO14001 and Vakinn that both push the company to advance:  

 

So, in the end, or the beginning of every year, we go through our goals for last year 

and set new ones for next year. So that is a process in place regarding the ISO14001 

and both responsible tourism and Vakinn. 

4.3 Response of the certifying body  

Three themes emerged from the analysis of the interview data from the certifying body. 

These are recognizability, monitoring and evaluation, and communication (Table 8). 

Emerged themes describe the scopes which need improvements to strengthen Vakinn 

certification. Each theme includes sub-themes that explore the response of ITB to the 

obstacles found in this study. 

Table 8. Emerged themes and sub-themes. 

Themes Sub-themes 

Theme 1 Recognizability  Digital promotion 

Self-promotion 

Theme 2 Monitoring and evaluation Accessible measuring tools 

Importance of the company’s mind-set 

Role of ITB in monitoring 

Accreditation bodies 

Theme 3 Communication  Lack of the commitment 
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4.3.1 Recognizability 

The recognizability theme refers to the lack of recognition of Vakinn certification by 

foreign customers. The sub-themes include digital promotion and self-promotion. The 

results show that ITB presently focuses on the digital promotion of Vakinn to gain a wider 

audience. However, the results identified obstacles that make this process challenging. 

Moreover, the results indicate that the collaboration of certified companies and 

promotion of Vakinn is necessary to make it more visible. The study shows that it is 

needed to improve commitment among certified companies.  

4.3.1.1 Digital promotion 

ITB constantly works to increase the visibility of Vakinn locally and internationally. ITB 

believes that digital advertisements gained more attention presently comparing to the 

tourism information centers: “Now there is less emphasis on information centers and 

more emphasis on digital information.” 

ITB currently works on the increasing visibility of Vakinn through the “Visit Iceland” 

website. As they say: “At the moment, our main focus is mostly to promote Vakinn 

certified companies through “Visit Iceland”.” The website promotes various tourism 

services in Iceland. ITB believes that the promotion of Vakinn through “Visit Iceland” will 

be a considerable improvement for the marketing of Vakinn. According to the results, the 

ITB prepared a complete listing about how the certified companies should be advertised 

to maximize the potential marketing benefits. One of them claims: “We have made a 

detailed list about how we would like to see the visibility of the certified companies and 

how they [Visit Iceland] present Vakinn and the companies.” The ITB claims that “there 

will be much more information on this web” than the previous advertisements.  

Although the ITB puts efforts into making Vakinn more recognized digitally, the results 

identified accompanying obstacles whereas the digital advertisement of Vakinn 

certification appears to be a time-consuming and challenging process. As found, 

currently, a third-party agency oversees marketing Vakinn certification. Concurrently, the 

results suggest that the ITB has limited possibilities to accelerate the promotion of Vakinn 

certification. The representative of ITB explains:  
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Visit Iceland is another agency, and they have the web and all the marketing. It is 

an obstacle and makes it a bit difficult for us when it comes to marketing. It is not 

an advantage. But it was not like this before. Marketing was all over the place. But 

this arrangement has been since 2010. But we are still hopeful for the new official 

website. 

 

The ITB agrees that the lack of recognizability by foreign customers is one of the 

obstacles to the Vakinn certificate. The results explore that the limited financial resources 

may stop ITB from promoting Vakinn to a broader extend. According to the results, it is a 

high financial cost for ITB to reach foreigners. They say: “The disadvantage is that 

foreigners do not have a clue about what Vakinn is. The marketing to tourists is costly, so 

that has been the main obstacle.” 

4.3.1.2 Self-promotion 

ITB believes that self-promotion by certified companies is necessary for increasing the 

visibility of Vakinn to local and foreign customers. The results show that the promotion 

of Vakinn through the companies’ websites is a desirable practice to gain a broader 

audience. Also, ITB is convinced that the engagement of all can positively impact the 

promotion of Vakinn certification. ITB claims: “Since the beginning, we always told the 

companies that they need to promote Vakinn themselves. Also, it needs to be a 

collaboration. We all need to work together.” ITB frequently highlights that it is necessary 

to inform the customers about the certification to make it more visible. The 

representative of ITB explains:  

 

[...] it is necessary to make the certification more visible. They [certified companies] 

need to tell people. They need to be proud of their certification. So, we have seen 

some improvement, but many companies could do better when telling their 

customers that they are certified. 

 

Based on the results, the lack of engagement by some of the certified companies to 

promote Vakinn certification through their website is an obstacle. The certified 
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companies' efforts to implement quality and environmental criteria are sometimes not 

adequately presented to inform the customer. ITB claims: “We discussed this many times 

with the companies because they went through all this hard work of obtaining the 

certification, and then they did not tell their customers about it.” According to the results, 

although the companies have been informed about advertising the Vakinn logo, they did 

not follow the instructions. The representative of ITB says: “We had some instructions, 

but they did not listen. So, it has been a challenge [...]”.  

According to collected data, Vakinn currently does not provide strict requirements for 

how the certified companies advertise Vakinn on their website. The results found that ITB 

is launching the new criteria from January 1st in 2022. The changes might bring more 

requirements about how the companies should properly advertise Vakinn on their 

website. This aims to provide precise requirements about how the companies should self-

promote Vakinn certification to improve visibility. As one of them says: “Moreover 

because we are reviewing the criteria, the new criteria will be valid from January next 

year. So, we are taking another step towards pushing companies to do it.” 

4.3.2 Monitoring and evaluation 

The monitoring and evaluation theme describes how the certified companies can be more 

effectively monitored and evaluated in the future. The sub-themes include accessible 

measuring tools, educated employees, the role of ITB in monitoring and accreditation 

bodies. The results show that certified companies can monitor their services through 

accessible measuring tools. Hiring an educated employee is a factor that can improve the 

monitoring of the certified company. The results found that ITB is willing to strengthen 

communication with certified companies to track the certified companies accurately. 

Despite that, the results suggest that the number of available accreditation bodies might 

be restricted in the future to strengthen the annual evaluation of certified companies.  

4.3.2.1 Accessible measuring tools 

Vakinn certification provides quality and environmental criteria. According to ITB, the 

environmental aspect is becoming more and more critical because of increasing 

environmental awareness. The results suggest that the importance of environmental-

related parts might become centralized in the future. The ITB’s representative says:  
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Vakinn is the first and foremost quality system with environmental parts also 

attached to it. But I think if we were making something new now, it would be much 

more environmental focus, and I think this is the future. This is what we have today, 

people are so much aware of the environment, and we need to do everything we 

can. 

 

The results show that there are accessible monitoring tools for certified companies to 

track the impact of the services they provide. According to ITB, the climate metrics set by 

Festa and monitoring tool, Klappir seem to be suitable for certified companies. ITB 

believes that those monitoring tools are effective based on the feedback from the 

companies that implanted them. For example, a representative of ITB says: “We have 

examples of companies getting an agreement with Klappir to take care of the main 

accounting [...]  we thought the Festa was sufficient and respected.” Moreover, Vakinn 

offers monitoring sheets to help smaller certified companies measure their impact if they 

do not have any reporting system. The interviewee explains: “I think we have the 

monitoring sheets [...], and they are fairly simple but useful for the smaller companies that 

we have so many. So, we offer those sheets. They calculate so that you can monitor certain 

things.” 

Based on the results, ITB does not plan to create more reporting tools. As the ITB 

representative says: “We do not have any plans to try to make something other than what 

they have.” However, ITB understands that the certified companies might still need more 

support to improve monitoring of the services as it needs much engagement. One says: 

“I think I understand that they might feel that they need more support for this. You need 

to be very much involved to be able to know-how.” 

4.3.2.2 Importance of the company’s mind-set 

The results show that the company’s mindset is an essential factor in accurately tracking 

the environmental impact of the certified companies. According to the results, ITB 

believes there are differences in awareness and mentality between the certified 

companies. According to findings, those differences can impact the quality of monitoring. 

For example, a representative of ITB says: “People are different. Some maybe take the 
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numbers, fill in the sheets, and do not think about things or discuss things or evaluate so 

much. Then some are digging deeper and are more aware.”  

Also, the company's mentality is perceived as an essential factor in monitoring and 

evaluation. ITB thinks that the mindset of the company differs between the companies, 

and they claim: “It is also all about the mentality in the company. If you have some 

enthusiastic employee or that vision [...] that is not the case in every of this company.” 

Furthermore, ITB agrees that it is essential to hire educated employees who know to 

monitor the company's impact properly. The ITB says: “It is important to put the focus on 

hiring people with this [environmental] education.” 

4.3.2.3 Accreditation bodies 

The results suggest a need to select a limited number of the accreditation bodies that 

evaluate certified companies to strengthen the evaluation process in the future. ITB 

believes that a more significant number of the companies evaluated by one accreditation 

body can positively impact the accuracy of the annual evaluation. Therefore, ITB believes 

that the accreditation body could gain experience, better communication, and a more 

comprehensive picture of the certified companies to become more comparable. As the 

interviewee says:  

 

It should be better for the accreditation company to have more companies. It is not 

so nice to have maybe four or five companies. You do not get the idea, the contact, 

and the experience, and so on. [...] it would be better to have two [accreditation 

bodies], so then they have more companies.  

 

Lately, the evaluation was postponed because of COVID-19 because most certified 

companies had to suspend their services. As the interviewee explains: “We have set and 

given instructions to the accreditation bodies that they can postpone all audits since 

COVID began because so many companies that were closed.” 

4.3.3 Communication  

The communication scheme describes how the communication between ITB and certified 

companies takes place. The sub-themes are mutual engagement and reporting. The 
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results suggest that the communication has changed after third-party accreditation 

bodies have taken over the annual evaluation. The results explore that the certified 

companies do not use the support offered from ITB, and the communication with them 

is not interactive. Furthermore, ITB has not decided yet to require an annual publishing 

report on the socio-environmental impact. However, it might be considered in the future.  

4.3.3.1 Lack of commitment 

The results show that the communication between ITB and certified companies changed 

after the agreement on third-party audits. According to the results, the third-party audits 

take away the opportunity to maintain regular communication between ITB and certified 

companies. As the representative of ITB explains:  

 

There has been a change in communication with the companies because we had this 

ongoing conversation when we visited the companies every year when we were 

doing the audits. We had that chance to talk, tell them what we were doing, and so 

on. But now we have other companies doing the audits and making an assessment. 

Then we do not know exactly how they are doing. 

 

Based on the results, the communication between ITB and certified companies is distant. 

In the opinion of the ITB, there is a lack of communication strategy to improve contact 

with certified companies. As the interviewee claims:  

 

We have not made any strategy for the future on how to communicate with the 

companies. We do not communicate so much with them, to be honest, and probably 

could do better. That is a good point. Yeah, we are very. There is this big gap now 

between us. We are in the distance.  

 

Despite the distance communication between ITB and certified companies, the results 

show that ITB supports companies and encourages them to ask questions. A 

representative of ITB says: “We always encourage them [certified companies]. We are 

here for you. You can always contact us, send us emails, call us, plan meetings, we are 
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available.” Moreover, according to results, the ITB uses the ITB’s website and social media 

to keep certified companies informed about the news and communicate with them, as 

one says: “There is news on our web, the Icelandic Tourist Board, where we sent out the 

news [...] post on Facebook. So, then we have a little bit of communication with them.” 

However, the results show that the certified companies are not likely to use help from 

the ITB. According to results, ITB thinks the certified companies dismiss their engagement 

in providing further help. The representative of ITB explains:  

 

We give them some advice about the criteria that they need to fulfill or know some 

of the rules and answer some basic questions in the beginning, but when we are 

offering more, they are not using it for some reason.  

 

ITB took several actions through surveys and meetings to discuss Vakinn certification 

with companies that joined the program. The interviewees provide an example of an 

unsuccessful meeting regarding the platform to improve communication between 

certified companies. The interviewees highlight that most of the companies did not show 

up to discuss those matters. One explains:  

 

We have held one meeting with certified companies where we offered this platform, 

told them about what we were doing, had some ideas for the future, and just had 

this conversation. And to be honest, so many companies sent their contacts to 

representatives. This meeting so was a disappointment, and most of them did not 

show up. They always said they want to have this platform, work together, meet, 

and discuss things like that, and discuss Vakinn. 

 

ITB believes communication is something that should be improved in the future. ITB 

believes that open discussion with stakeholders will help make a communication plan and 

improve communication with certified companies. They say: “Communication is 

something to work on. Moreover, that is definitely what we need for Vakinn in the future 

because we really need to know where we are going.”  
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Furthermore, ITB has not decided yet to require publishing reports on socio-

environmental to be accessible for companies’ stakeholders. However, ITB believes that 

the publication of the annual report is essential, and this practice might be required from 

the certified companies that hold the gold class certification. The one representative of 

the ITB says: “We would like to do it. We think it is a really good thing to do, and every 

environmental-centered company should do this. [...] so we have not decided on what we 

are going to do with this suggestion.”
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5 Discussion 

This study aims to answer three research questions: 1) How are tourism companies 

certified according to Vakinn experiencing the use of certification program?; 2); How do 

the identified benefits and obstacles of the Vakinn certification program align with those 

found in the literature?; 3) What improvements can be made to increase the 

effectiveness of Vakinn?  

5.1 Tourism companies’ experience of using Vakinn 

The results reveal that internal reasons are the major motivation for tourism companies 

to join Vakinn. This is consistent with the study by Bjarnadóttir (2016). The current study 

reveals that the certified companies believed that Vakinn can help them develop and 

maintain quality services, ensure the security of services, and advertise the company. 

Also, the tourism companies joined Vakinn to gain professional knowledge to ensure 

responsibility of the operations.  

The results identify three external factors that pressure the companies to implement 

and maintain tourism certification. First, increasing awareness about environmental 

conservation among tourists. Secondly, rising pressure from the other, bigger operators 

that only look for certified companies to co-operate with. Furthermore, the other 

certified companies according to Vakinn’s criteria aim to co-operate with other tourism 

companies that have implemented Vakinn.  

The results agree with those observed in the earlier study (Bjarnadóttir, 2016), 

showing that Vakinn can be used to improve the company's culture and awareness about 

quality. Moreover, one of the outcomes is that the certified companies tie Vakinn more 

with the quality aspect than with environmental matters. However, the results show that 

Vakinn’s environmental criteria increase environmental awareness among employees 

and can thus be an eye-opener for the management and the Board of the tourism 

companies. This was not found in past studies. Furthermore, the results reflect those of 

Bien (2007) that tourism certification can increase the company's knowledge about 

sustainability-related matters. 
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Implementing Vakinn certification seems to positively impact employee satisfaction 

within the certified companies, therefore confirming findings of previous studies 

(Bjarnadóttir, 2016; Hellmeister & Richins, 2019). This study, however, reveals that 

increased employee satisfaction can also be a result of various factors, such as the 

company’s culture or the impact of another certification program if the company has one.  

This study supports evidence from previous observations that implementation and 

maintenance of tourism certification programs can be time-consuming (Aradóttir, 2013; 

Daddi et al., 2018; Dunk et al., 2016; Font, 2002; Jarvis et al., 2010). However, this study 

shows that maintenance of quality standards, performance improvement, guidance, and 

sound practices benefits in return for the time invested in the process, so the process is 

time effective. This finding, therefore to some extent, contradicts a previous study (Jarvis 

et al., 2010) that suggests a workload to comply with the requirements of tourism 

certifications. The results show that it is not difficult to comply with quality environmental 

criteria set by ITB. However, the study confirms that implementation of the tourism 

certification program is associated with bureaucracy what Dunk et al. (2016) point out as 

an obstacle.   

The results suggest that Vakinn can play a fundamental role for tourism companies by 

offering critical templates for implementing safety management and environmental 

plans. This study identifies that security is essential for tourism companies to protect 

them in case of unexpected accidents. The results show that Vakinn fulfills this function 

of ensuring safety, so the companies feel secured about the services regarding difficult 

situations or accidents and ensure relevant training for employees. This study confirms 

that Vakinn increases the quality of the services identified by Bjarnadóttir (2016).  

Vakinn pushes certified companies to advance in quality and environmental matters. 

The findings show that certified companies were enhanced to support local communities 

after joining Vakinn which supports the previous studies (Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; 

Jarvis et al., 2010). 

This study supports evidence from previous research about increased customer 

satisfaction by certified companies after joining tourism certification (Claver et al., 2006; 

Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jones et al., 1997). The results show that certified companies 

gained increased customer satisfaction, and they become more trustworthy after 
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implementing Vakinn. This finding is contrary to  Zailani (2015), who claims that many 

certifications experience a lack of trust among the customers.  

This study suggests that improved security of the services positively impacts customer 

satisfaction, a topic that was not identified in the previous research regarding Vakinn or 

any other tourism certification. However, the results show a lack of increase in the 

number of customers and absence in sales increase by the certified companies after 

joining Vakinn. This outcome contradicts Hellmeister and Richins (2019), who found that 

a certified company can increase the number of customers after joining tourism 

certification. The results of this study align with recent studies indicating an absence in 

sales increase (Bjarnadóttir, 2016; Heras et al., 2002; Jarvis et al., 2010). A possible 

explanation for the not increasing number of customers and absence in sales increase 

can be a lack of knowledge and awareness about certification among the customers 

(Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Dunk et al., 2016; Font, 2002; Jarvis et al., 2010; Sucheran & 

Arulappan, 2020). Lack of increasing number of customers and absence in sales increase 

is likely to be related to the lack of recognition of Vakinn among foreign customers found 

in this study. The result may also be explained by the fact that tourism certification might 

not be a decisive factor in purchasing behavior of the customers.  

The companies included in the study primarily aim to implement Vakinn to raise the 

quality of the services rather than gain marketing opportunities. However, some of the 

certified companies seek better recognition. Previous studies have demonstrated that 

certified companies can gain marketing opportunities after implementing tourism 

certification (Bien, 2007; Jarvis et al., 2010). This study identifies the relationship between 

targeted customers and marketing opportunities. This study indicates that the certified 

companies that focus on foreign customers do not improve their recognition after 

certification. The outcome of this study aligns with Jarvis et al. (2010) that certified 

companies can become more recognized, but in this case, it only applies to those that 

focus on the local market. Lack of recognition is consistent with the research by 

Bjarnadóttir (2016), who identifies limited recognition of Vakinn on the international 

scale, and Daddi et al. (2018), who finds lack of recognition as an obstacle of tourism 

certifications. Therefore, the results of this study do not support the outcome found by 

Aradóttir (2013) that Vakinn is a good marketing tool.  
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In contrast to earlier findings (Aradóttir, 2013), the results show no evidence that more 

experienced companies use Vakinn to enhance company reputation and business image 

rather than improve the quality of the services. Also, the results of this study are not 

consistent with Bjarnadóttir (2016), who found that Vakinn improves the business image 

of the certified companies. Furthermore, this study shows that none of the companies 

gained a competitive advantage or reputation increase in the Icelandic tourism market 

and internationally. It is inconsistent with the previous research that found increased 

competitive advantage (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Nair & Prajogo, 2009) and improved 

reputation (Bjarnadóttir, 2016; Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jarvis et al., 2010) as the 

benefits for tourism certified companies. This inconsistency with the previous research 

can be a consequence of the COVID-19 when this research is conducted, so the companies 

may perceive marketing benefits differently because of an extremely reduced number of 

tourists. 

Some tourism companies joined Vakinn particularly to advertise this certification 

within the local market. The current study finds that the certified companies believe it is 

essential to hold a national certification and promote it as it is designed for the Icelandic 

tourism market. The current study shows that the certified companies try to educate their 

customers about Vakinn certification to make it more recognized. Dodds and Joppe 

(2005) claim that the excessive number of tourism certifications force tourism companies 

to educate their customers about the standards and differences. This study confirms that 

the certified companies must inform customers about the certification. However, the 

results explored a growing need for international certification to improve the 

international recognition of the companies.  

Another interesting finding is that some tourism companies joined Vakinn to improve 

their partnership with other companies certified by ITB. According to the results, Vakinn 

is essential for certified companies to maintain communication with other companies. 

This outcome has not been explored in the previous studies regarding Vakinn and 

certification programs for tourism. The study indicates that Vakinn positively impacts the 

communication of certified companies with other tourism providers within Iceland. 

Moreover, findings show that Vakinn's environmental criteria enhanced cooperation and 

communication between companies certified by ITB.   
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One of the two external motivational reasons the companies were willing to join 

Vakinn was to minimize the environmental impact of the operations to protect the 

natural environment. However, the results do not indicate if the companies have 

minimized their impact after joining Vakinn. This study has been unable to demonstrate 

if certified companies minimized their environmental impact, which contradicts Bien 

(2007), Font (2002), Hellmeister and Richins (2019), and Jarvis et al. (2010) who found 

minimization of the environmental impact as one of the benefits of the tourism 

certification program.  

Moreover, the results do not confirm if the certified companies obtained cost savings 

by optimizing energy and resource use as was found by Font et al. (2003). Also, the results 

do not confirm that the certification program generates increased income which was 

found in the previous research about tourism certifications (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; 

Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jarvis et al., 2010). According to the results, the certified 

companies do not recognize that the Vakinn certification program helps to increase 

income by the aspect of resource use or marketing.  

Sometimes Vakinn's environmental criteria are perceived as minimum standards to 

comply with. The current study supports the previous research (Aradóttir, 2013) that 

Vakinn’s criteria are too low. According to this study, the certified companies that hold 

environmental bronze-class certification might perceive the criteria as easy to comply 

with, while gold-class members might think that the environmental criteria are more 

demanding. Nevertheless, the results show that certified companies implemented 

necessary changes to comply with environmental standards, according to Vakinn.  

The results show that certified companies individually look for tools to measure their 

impact to comply with environmental criteria set by ITB, thereby contradicting Bien 

(2007), who claims that certified companies can obtain technical and financial support. 

This study shows no technical or financial support for the companies that implemented 

the Vakinn certification program. Instead, the results of this study confirm the lack of 

support from the authorities as frequently mentioned in the literature (Dodds & Joppe, 

2005; Font, 2002; Heras-Saizarbitoria et al., 2016; Jarvis et al., 2010; Sucheran & 

Arulappan, 2020). However, the results do not show that lack of technical or financial 

support is decisive in joining Vakinn certification. Font (2002) claims that high monitoring 
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costs can negatively impact the evaluation of maintained standards or improvements. 

According to this study, the cost of monitoring does not negatively impact the monitoring.  

The findings do not support the previous research, which found that certification 

program is costly (Daddi et al., 2018; Dunk et al., 2016; Sucheran & Arulappan, 2020; 

Zailani, 2015), but it seems to be affordable to join Vakinn. It is included in the company's 

financial expenses as an essential part of the daily business. This finding has not been 

described in the previous studies. It is important to note that participation in Vakinn is 

currently free of charge besides annual evaluation by the third-party accreditation body. 

Therefore, the reason for the affordable costs could be that certified companies only pay 

for an annual evaluation to the independent accreditation body, while ITB does not 

charge them for holding a label. Another possible explanation is that ITB does not require 

exact monitoring tools, so the certified companies choose affordable ways of monitoring 

their performance. There are, however, other possible explanations on the cost-

effectiveness of Vakinn certification. According to results, certified companies do not hire 

educated and experienced employees to implement or maintain the certification 

program. In general, therefore, it seems that the certified companies perceive the cost of 

Vakinn as a necessity to maintain quality and environmentally responsible services. The 

study has not found if the maintenance cost of tourism certification depends on the 

company's size or national context where the certified company operates as was 

identified by Daddi et al. (2018). However, this study reveals that certification can be 

more expensive when the company runs multiple services or consists of more than one 

company. The higher cost appears because Vakinn’s criteria differ depending on the type 

of tourism service.  

The findings suggest that some certified companies need support to comply with 

environmental criteria, and some are willing to receive help regarding environmental and 

social measurements. Also, this study found that certified companies seek regular and 

detailed monitoring from ITB to ensure that they comply with quality and environmental 

criteria. At the same time, the results show that there is a lack of commitment among the 

certified companies to communicate with the ITB to search for a solution regarding 

monitoring, evaluation, or marketing. The overall results demonstrate that certified 

companies seek regular communication with the certifying body, the ITB, to accurately 
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approve if they comply with quality and environmental criteria. However, the lack of 

commitment may stop them from regular communication.  

One of the internal motivational reasons of the tourism companies to join Vakinn is to 

ensure evaluation by the independent third-party accreditation body to ensure that the 

company accurately complies with the quality and environmental criteria set by ITB. 

Interestingly, despite the current third-party audits, the results show that certified 

companies seek an audit by a professional, independent body to ensure the credibility of 

the evaluation. A study by Guðmundsdóttir (2018) indicates no evaluation after Vakinn’s 

criteria have been implemented. 

Some of the companies issue internal environmental reports. However, none of them 

have published it externally yet. The results indicate that certified companies disclose 

information about their performance to various extents through social media. The results 

suggest that the companies are willing to publish an annual sustainability report and 

consider it in future planning. However, the results suggest that the certified companies 

are not ready yet to publish sustainability-related reports. This outcome supports the old 

findings of Dodds and Joppe (2005) that certified companies are not ready to publish 

annual reports. It can be thus suggested that the insufficient monitoring and evaluation 

found in this study prevents the certified companies from publishing annual reports. 

Therefore, insufficient monitoring can be a significant factor causing a lack of capacity to 

disclose information.  

5.2 Benefits and obstacles of Vakinn in alignment with the literature  

5.2.1 Benefits confronted with literature 

This study identifies several benefits of Vakinn and confronts them with the literature. 

Table 9 presents a comparison of benefits obtained by certified companies with reviewed 

literature. These results confirm findings by Bien (2007) that certified companies can 

improve their knowledge about sustainable tourism after the implementation of the 

certification program. According to the results, the implementation of Vakinn increase 

the environmental awareness of certified companies, and it is a wake-up call for the 

management and the Board to take environmental and social responsibility seriously. 
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This has not been identified in the previous research regarding Vakinn or other tourism 

certifications.  

Table 9. Benefits of Vakinn identified in the study in comparison to the literature. 

Identified benefits Comparison with literature  References  

Knowledge improve, 

environmental awareness 

increase, a wake-up call  

Not found in the literature No authors 

Buckley & Crabtree, 2007; Daddi et 

al., 2018; Font, 2002; Grapentin & 

Ayikoru, 2019; Jarvis et al., 2010 

Employee satisfaction 

increase 

Increased employee 

satisfaction 

Hellmeister & Richins, 2019 

Customer satisfaction improve  Improved customer 

satisfaction 

Claver et al., 2006; Hellmeister & 

Richins, 2019; Jones et al., 1997 

Enhanced support of a local 

community  

Enhanced community 

connections 

Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jarvis 

et al., 2010 

Local recognition improve Improved brand recognition Jarvis et al., 2010 

Affordable cost High financial cost Daddi et al., 2018; Dodds & Joppe, 

2005; Font et al., 2003; Jarvis et al., 

2010; Khairatp & Maher, 2012; 

Sucheran & Arulappan, 2020; 

Zailani, 2015 

Time-effective process Time-consuming process Aradóttir, 2013; Daddi et al., 2018; 

Dunk et al., 2016; Font, 2002; Jarvis 

et al., 2010 

Not demanding criteria Workload to compliance with 

requirements 

Dunk et al., 2016; Jarvis et al., 2010 

Increased security Not found in the literature No authors 

Enhanced communication 

with other certified 

companies 

Not found in the literature No authors 

 

Another benefit reflects the study by Hellmeister and Richins (2019), who found that 

certification programs increase employee satisfaction. However, this study shows that 

increased employee satisfaction does not apply to all certified companies, but most likely 
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to those that do not align their values with Vakinn. According to this study, the employees 

are more satisfied when Vakinn’s values are implemented if there were no ethical 

standards in the company before joining certification.  Improved customer satisfaction 

found in this study corroborates the findings by Claver et al. (2006), Hellmeister and 

Richins (2019), and Jones et al. (1997). This study found improved customer satisfaction 

is driven by secured service and environmental knowledge of employees transferred to 

the customers. Furthermore, the improved recognition of the company was another 

benefit that supports the results found by Jarvis et al. (2010). However, this study shows 

that it applies only to those companies that focus on local customers. The certified 

companies that target foreign customers struggle from a lack of recognition.  

Interestingly, the outcome of this study is contrary to that found in the previous 

studies (Daddi et al., 2018; Khairatp & Maher, 2012; Sucheran & Arulappan, 2020; Zailani, 

2015) who found that certification is a high cost for the joining tourism companies. See 

section  5.1.  

This study agrees with previous literature that the implementation and maintenance 

of tourism certification can be time-consuming (Aradóttir, 2013; Daddi et al., 2018; Dunk 

et al., 2016; Font, 2002). See section 5.1. Moreover, this study shows that it is not difficult 

to comply with the quality and environmental criteria of Vakinn. The results suggested 

that the process is more a step-by-step challenge but rather not demanding to comply. 

Therefore, the results suggest that the certified companies are willing to comply with 

more demanding criteria in the future. Also, improved security of the certified companies 

concerning the safety of the services is one of the benefits derived from the quality 

standards of Vakinn. Previous studies have suggested that the criteria of tourism 

certification can be demanded by the workload to compliance (Dunk et al., 2016; 

Grapentin & Ayikoru, 2019). This does not appear to be an obstacle in the case of Vakinn. 

None of the previous studies found that identified improvements in the security of the 

Vakinn certification or other tourism certifications. Furthermore, it is essential to note 

that enhanced communication between certified companies has not been found in the 

literature.  
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5.2.2 Obstacles confronted with literature 

This study identifies several obstacles of Vakinn and the aim is to compare them with the 

literature. Table 10 presents obstacles of Vakinn identified in this study in comparison to 

the literature regarding tourism certifications. One of the obstacles of Vakinn is a lack of 

knowledge about certification among the customers. These findings support the previous 

studies (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Dunk et al., 2016; Font, 2002; Jarvis et al., 2010; Sucheran 

& Arulappan, 2020). More precisely, this study found that this obstacle concerns foreign 

customers rather than local people. Haaland and Aas (2010) note that it is challenging to 

outline the certification and recognize it, among others. According to previous studies, 

this is caused by the excessive number of certification programs and labels leading to 

confusion and unwillingness among companies and customers (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; 

Haaland & Aas, 2010; Hellmeister & Richins, 2019). This study supports the literature 

linking the lack of recognition among foreign customers (Daddi et al., 2018; Hellmeister 

& Richins, 2019). 

Table 10. Obstacles of Vakinn identified in the study in comparison to literature.  

Identified obstacles Comparison with literature  References  

Lack of knowledge about 

certification by foreign 

customers 

Lack of knowledge about 

certification among 

customers 

Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Dunk et al., 

2016; Font, 2002; Jarvis et al., 2010; 

Sucheran & Arulappan, 2020 

Lack of recognition by foreign 

customers leading to 

insufficient marketing 

Lack of general recognition  

 

Insufficient marketing 

Daddi et al., 2018  

 

Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Hellmeister & 

Richins, 2019; Jarvis et al., 2010 

No competitive advantage Improve competitive 

advantage 

Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Nair & Prajogo, 

2009 

No reputation increase Increase reputation Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jarvis et 

al., 2010 

No customer increase Increased number of 

customers 

Hellmeister & Richins, 2019 

 
In contrast to earlier studies (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Nair & Prajogo, 2009), there was 

no evidence about increased competitive advantage. Also, this study does not support 
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previous research (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jarvis et al., 2010) 

that identifies increased income as the benefit of the tourism certification (Table 11).  

Table 11. Obstacles of Vakinn identified in the study in comparison to literature (cont.). 

Absence in sales increase  Absence in sales increase Aradóttir, 2013; Heras et al., 2002; 

Jarvis et al., 2010 

No income increase  Increased income Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Hellmeister & 

Richins, 2019; Jarvis et al., 2010 

Unclear evidence about the 

minimization of 

environmental impact  

Minimization of 

environmental impact 

Font, 2002; Hellmeister & Richins, 

2019; Jarvis et al., 2010 

Absence of cost-savings by 

optimization of energy and 

resource use  

Cost-savings by optimization 

of energy and resource use 

Font et al., 2003 

Inadequate monitoring and 

superficial evaluation 

Insufficient monitoring and 

evaluation 

Font, 2002; Guðmundsdóttir, 2018 

Lack of financial and 

technical support  

Available technical and 

financial support 

 

Lack of support from 

authorities 

Bien, 2007 

 

Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Font, 2002; 

Grapentin & Ayikoru, 2019; Heras-

Saizarbitoria et al., 2016; Jarvis et al., 

2010; Sucheran & Arulappan, 2020 

Lack of capacity to publish an 

annual sustainability-related 

report 

Lack of capacity to disclose 

information 

Dodds & Joppe, 2005 

 

This study has been unable to demonstrate if the environmental impact was minimized 

after implementing Vakinn’s environmental criteria, thus contradicting previous studies 

(Font, 2002; Hellmeister & Richins, 2019; Jarvis et al., 2010). The overall findings suggest 

insufficient monitoring and evaluation of certified companies which supports previous 

studies (Font, 2002; Guðmundsdóttir, 2018). The results show that the certified 

companies are unsure about the monitoring of the environmental and social impact. 

However, the study shows that the companies complied with environmental criteria by 
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implementing changes in their operations.  However, there were no improvements 

recognized.  

Another obstacle identified is the lack of financial and technical support that Bien 

(2007) finds beneficial to tourism certifications. This study agrees with the findings about 

the lack of support from the authorities (Dodds & Joppe, 2005; Font, 2002; Grapentin & 

Ayikoru, 2019; Heras-Saizarbitoria et al., 2016; Jarvis et al., 2010; Sucheran & Arulappan, 

2020). Furthermore, this study corroborates with Dodds and Joppe (2005) findings that 

identify a lack of capacity to disclose information by the certified companies. The study 

recognizes that none of the certified companies publish an annual sustainability report. 

However, they are willing to do this in the future. 

Obstacles differ among the certified companies, such as in the case of motivational 

reasons to join Vakinn. For example, some companies do not seek marketing 

opportunities or financial and technical support, while others are willing to obtain it after 

implementing the certification program. Overall, some benefits and obstacles align with 

the literature.  

5.3 Improvement opportunities of Vakinn  

The present study aimed to explore what improvements can be made to increase the 

effectiveness of Vakinn. To improve Vakinn, the results stress that recognition, evaluation 

of certified companies, communication between ITB and certified companies are issues 

that need to be better considered. This study suggests the following improvement 

opportunities: 

• It is important to promote Vakinn among foreign customers as the lack of 

international recognition stops certified companies from being recognized 

internationally. Dodds and Joppe (2005) claim that lack of recognition can 

negatively impact the credibility of the certification. Therefore, lack of recognition 

could be a significant factor that negatively impacts the credibility of Vakinn. The 

results show that currently, ITB focuses on promoting Vakinn digitally through the 

“Visit Iceland” website. The website is designed to promote various tourism 

services in Iceland. ITB believes that the visibility of Vakinn through the “Visit 

Iceland” will be a considerable improvement for the marketing of Vakinn. 
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However, the results suggest that the digital advertisement of Vakinn is a time-

consuming and challenging process. This seems to be a consequence of the third-

party agency responsible for marketing the Vakinn certification. The results show 

that the ITB has limited power to accelerate the promotion of Vakinn certification. 

Another challenge that stops the ITB from the promotion of Vakinn is limited 

financial resources.  

• ITB believes that self-promotion by the certified companies increases the visibility 

of Vakinn among foreign customers. The results show that the proper 

advertisement of Vakinn through the certified companies’ websites is desirable to 

gain a broader audience. Also, ITB convinces that the engagement of all that join 

the Vakinn can positively impact its’ recognition. However, some certified 

companies lack engagement in advertising Vakinn through the website, and they 

do not follow the instructions of the ITB on how to present Vakinn’s logo on the 

company’s website to ensure it is visible to the customers. Currently, ITB does not 

provide strict requirements on how certified companies advertise Vakinn through 

their social media. Therefore, ITB must set up the rules on how the certified 

companies advertise Vakinn to ensure it is visible to foreign customers.  

• Drawing on the experience of the other national certification program, for 

instance, Qualmark established an association with the international GG21 (Honey 

& Stewart, 2002). Setting up the association between the national and 

international certifications could be a promising way in advertising less known 

certifications. Vakinn is not associated with any other certification, but it is based 

on Qualmark. ITB could therefore consider the collaboration of Vakinn with some 

well-known international certification in the future. However, this would need an 

investigation if, for example, Qualmark has benefited from establishing an 

association with international certification.  

• ITB will launch the new criteria in January 2022. The results suggest that the new 

criteria might include new requirements for advertising Vakinn through social 

media. The aim would be to provide precise requirements to ensure the visibility 

of Vakinn among certified companies. Despite these promising actions, questions 

remain about the future marketing of Vakinn. This is an important issue for future 
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research to investigate how ITB can maximize the marketing opportunities of 

Vakinn in collaboration with the agency responsible for marketing, considering the 

limited financial resources.  

• Certified companies seek more regular and in-depth processes to ensure the 

credibility of the services. The results suggest that poor monitoring results from a 

lack of tools and support to monitor socio- and environmental-related data. 

Currently, the certified companies individually look for tools and support to comply 

with Vakinn‘s environmental criteria. Vakinn suggests tools such as Klappir or 

climate metrics set by Festa. This study shows that certified companies seek more 

regular and in-depth evaluation of the participating companies if they still fulfill the 

quality and environmental criteria. Hereby, the certified companies seek the 

meaningfulness of Vakinn certification.   

• The annual evaluation of certified companies seems to be perceived as narrow and 

limited. At the same time, the previous research by Guðmundsdóttir (2018) 

indicates no evaluation after implementing Vakinn’s criteria. These results raise 

doubts about the annual evaluation of certified companies according to Vakinn’s 

criteria. The study suggests that third-party audits are not sufficient enough. There 

is a need to reassess the evaluation carried out by accreditation bodies to ensure 

the effectiveness of the process in the future.  

• Communication between ITB and certified companies is distant. ITB lacks the 

communication strategy to maintain dialogue with certified companies regularly. 

However, despite the distance communication, ITB tries to support companies and 

encourage them to ask questions. One of the issues that emerge from these 

findings is a lack of commitment among certified companies. The results show that 

the certified companies are not likely to use help from the ITB. Therefore, it can be 

assumed that there is a need for a communication strategy between ITB and 

certified companies. According to the results, ITB might launch the new 

communication strategy in January 2022. ITB sees the opportunity to improve 

communication with certified companies in the future, and they think it is 

necessary to maintain the certification properly. Furthermore, there is a strong link 

between monitoring of certified companies and communication with ITB, the 
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certifying body. The study found a need for more regular communication and 

detailed monitoring by ITB to increase the effectiveness of the certification 

program. Despite the available affordable monitoring tools such as Klappir or 

climate metrics set by Festa, the study shows that ITB must continuously 

communicate with the certified companies to make them feel more confident 

about their monitoring.  

• Certified companies are willing to publish annual sustainability-related reports in 

the future, and they have a positive attitude about it. The current results show that 

ITB is not planning to require annual reporting from certified companies soon. 

However, ITB considers reporting in the future to enhance certified companies to 

achieve more ambitious goals. In general, therefore, it seems that the certified 

companies will not likely start publishing annual reports till ITB starts to require 

them according to Vakinn’s criteria. These findings support Font (2002), who says 

that annual reporting is not seen among certified companies. Given these findings, 

ITB should consider requiring publishing annual sustainability-related reports from 

the certified companies in the future since they are willing to take action. It is 

important to note that this could raise the credibility of the Vakinn certification, 

increase the transparency of the certified companies and improve communication 

within the tourism market.
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6 Conclusion 

The study provides valuable knowledge about the experience of the tourism companies 

certified according to Vakinn’s quality and environmental criteria. This study contributes 

to limited research about the Vakinn certification and has implications for the 

understanding of how the certified companies experience the Vakinn certification 

program. This study explores certified companies’ experience regarding the company’s 

internal and external aspects, marketing, monitoring, and evaluation. This study 

contributes to the literature regarding tourism certification programs by adding new 

insights into the benefits and obstacles of the Vakinn certification. Altogether, these 

results show that some of the benefits and obstacles align with the literature, but there 

are differences between Vakinn and other certification programs as well. These results 

identify benefits such as increased security of the services and enhanced communication 

between certified companies what has not been found in the previous studies. This is 

something to consider by the other researchers to explore if the other certification 

program can also ensure those benefits. Moreover, the evidence from this study suggests 

that there is a need to improve Vakinn in the future regarding its’ recognition, evaluation 

of certified companies, and communication between them and ITB, the certifying body.  

The insights gained from this study may assist the certifying body, ITB, in improving 

the Vakinn certification program in the future. The results of this study may help set ITB's 

strategy to eliminate obstacles of the certification program and maximize its benefits. 

Also, the results might interest the Icelandic tourism companies which consider joining 

Vakinn in the future. The identified benefits and obstacles set a comprehensive view of 

how tourism companies can go through the implementation and maintenance of the 

certification program. Moreover, the results can be essential for policymakers to 

strengthen regulations to improve monitoring and evaluation of the certified companies 

to ensure sustainable practices.  

The major limitation of this study is the limited number of interviews carried out what 

may narrow the possible results. Although the current study is based on a small number 
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of interviewees, the findings explore their experience in detail. This also positively 

impacts the quality of the results. Moreover, this study was limited by the absence of 

precise data about the environmental and social impact of the certified companies, 

narrowing the discussion about the monitoring process. Notwithstanding these 

limitations, the study suggests that the certified companies are unsure about their 

impact, which raises doubts about monitoring and evaluation and leads to the necessary 

improvements of Vakinn in the future.  

Several questions remain to be answered in future studies. A natural progression of 

this study is to conduct quantitative research based on the findings explored in this study 

to confront the findings with all the companies participating in Vakinn. The research 

findings provide a baseline for the other survey instrument to study the more significant 

sample. This research method would help to prioritize future improvements accordingly 

to its’ importance. Perhaps, the research focusing on reviewing the companies' 

environmental reports would be valuable to confirm what improvements have been 

made in those matters. Moreover, more research on monitoring and evaluation would 

help establish the credibility of the Vakinn certification and its’ potential to minimize 

social and environmental impacts. Furthermore, this study shows that the companies are 

willing to publish reports in the future. Therefore, it would be interesting to conduct 

action research and carry out and publish the first annual sustainability-related report 

with one of the certified companies. 
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Appendix – Interview Framework 

 
//Introduction, explanation of the interview framework.  

Introductory questions 

1. What is your role in the company? 

2. How long have you been working with this company on sustainability-related 

operations? 

3. Why did the company join Vakinn?  

4. How long has the company been holding Vakinn logo? 

5. Was this the only certification program you explored, or did the company consider 

other certification programs?  

6. Is recognizability of the certification important for your company? If so, why? 

Clarification: The certification is being recognized, well-known, and essential for the 

company?  

7. What comes up to your mind when you hear the concept of sustainable tourism?  

8. Do you think that your customers know the concept of sustainable tourism? Why, 

why not?  

Knowledge  

9. Does the company educate customers about sustainable tourism? If so, how? 

10. Why do you think does the company needs to educate its customers?  

11. Does Vakinn impact the company’s knowledge about sustainability and/or 

sustainable tourism? If so, how?  

12. How does the company ensure that the employees know sustainable tourism and/or 

Vakinn?  

Implementation  

13. Is the implementation and/or maintenance of Vakinn certification program time-

consuming? If so, why?  

14. Have the company had any issues to comply with Vakinn’s standards? 
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15. How does Vakinn influence the environmental impact of the company? 

16. How is environmental impact measured? If so, what tools are used?  

Monitoring and evaluation   

17. How does the company set up future goals to ensure continuous improvement? Is it 

related to the requirements of Vakinn certification?  

18. How does the company disclose information to its stakeholders?  

19. Has the company considered publishing an annual report regarding socio-

environmental dimensions?  

20. How did Covid-19 impact sustainability/CSR in the company? 

Marketing, business recognition, support  

21. Based on your experience, how has Vakinn certification influenced the marketing of 

the company?  

22. How has Vakinn influenced the company’s reputation and/or competitive advantage 

within the Icelandic tourism market?  

23. How has Vakinn impacted employee satisfaction? 

24. How has Vakinn impacted customer satisfaction? 

25. How has Vakinn impacted the number of customers and income?  

26. How has Vakinn impacted the connection between the company and the local 

community? 

27. How is the financial cost of the implementation and/or maintenance of Vakinn? 

What is the cost associated with?  

28. Do any institutions financially or technically support the company to deal with costs 

related to the certification program?  

29. Does the company need support to maintain Vakinn certification?  

Closing questions 

30. How Vakinn influenced the transparency and/or credibility of the company? 

31. Based on your experience, is there something that could be improved in Vakinn to 

support the companies better?  

// Interview closing. 


